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ABSTRACT
Unlike other .West Indian colonies, Curacao did not develop a 
plantation economy but was engaged in the legal and illegal trade 
of African slaves and tropical products. As a result, in the 
early eighteenth century the island was transformed into a slave 
depot and staple market where the Dutch, Jews, and Africans were 
deeply involved in the commercial system.
Curacao's importance as a transshipment center was due in 
part to its strategic geographic location in the Caribbean, which 
enabled it to link trading routes among Europe, North and South 
America, the Spanish and French West Indies, Barbados, and 
Jamaica. The success of Curacao as a trading center also depend­
ed on Dutch and Jewish merchants who skillfully managed the 
island's natural and social resources.
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MERCHANTS OF CURACAO 
IN THE EARLY 18th CENTURY
INTRODUCTION
This study examines Dutch and Jewish merchants who arrived 
on the island of Curacao in the seventeenth and early eighteenth 
century. Curacao lacked the natural resources necessary for
agricultural development, which led these two groups to exploit 
the only resources available: the island's geographic location
and its free port. While both the Dutch and the Jews used these 
resources successfully, they did so by pursuing different adap­
tive strategies.
This analysis of these two groups is based on the economic-
ecological model Bennett (1969) developed in his study of the
Hutterites and Euro-American farmers in Saskatchewan, Canada. 
Bennett describes the members of these ethnic groups as 
entrepreneurs who lived simultaneously in the same environment 
yet exploited the available natural and social resources in
different ways. The Hutterites displayed an unchanging sectarian 
culture and had their own communal system which emphasized social 
exclusion. They manipulated land and water resources at low cost 
and participated significantly in the economy. In comparison, 
the Euro-American farmers were more vulnerable socially because 
they had weaker traditions. They were also economically 
disadvantaged because the natural resources they exploited were
2
3refractory materials that required considerable processing. They 
participated less fully in the economy and had to rely on 
political power to meet many of their needs.
Similarly, the Jews and the Dutch employed different 
strategies for adapting to the Curacaon environment in the
eighteenth century. The Jews' strategy involved forming a
community which imposed strict rules and obligations on its 
members but also manipulated commercial conditions to encourage 
individual enterprise. The Dutch served primarily as civil
servants, controlling social resources through political power, 
and functioned secondarily as merchants and planters.
Despite its paucity of natural resources, Curacao was one of 
the few Caribbean islands to play an important role in West 
Indian trade in the eighteenth century. Two types of resources, 
one geographical and the other social, enabled it to become a 
successful commercial center. Geographically, Curacao was
endowed with a natural harbor and proximity to the coast of 
Venezuela. This allowed the island to participate in the 
triangular trade among Europe, Africa, and the Caribbean.
Curacao's social resources were derived from the Dutch and 
Jewish merchants who settled there. The Dutch were recognized as 
the pre-eminent European seafarers who dominated the spice trade 
of East India and herring fishing in the North Sea. They were 
also renowned for the sea battles they fought to retain control 
of West Indian waters. European Jews were well known as
merchants and traders.
4The Dutch entered the Caribbean in the course of their 
commercial expansion strategy in the seventeenth century. 
Holland had been fighting for its independence from Spain since 
1586 and its efforts at commercial expansion were often at 
Spanish expense. When the Dutch acquired valuable plantations on 
the mainland of South America, for example, they supplemented 
this acquisition by pilfering neighboring Spanish territories. 
Similarly, in 1621 they founded the Dutch West India Company not 
only to pursue free trade in the New World but also to threaten 
enemy Spanish ships and settlements.
Dutch colonization followed a unique pattern among European 
countries. Spanish colonists concentrated on finding gold and 
silver mines in the New World. They referred to the numerous 
West Indian islands devoid of such riches as islas inutiles. or 
useless islands. English, French, and Dutch colonists occupied 
many of these islands, using them as posts for trading with 
Spain. The English and French also colonized large islands with 
fertile soils, initially planting tobacco but soon changing to 
more profitable sugar production (Dunn 1972:19).
The Dutch, in contrast, colonized small territories with 
little agricultural potential. Besides Curacao, the Dutch 
occupied St. Eustatius, St. Martin, and Saba, all of which 
provided saltpans for Holland's herring industry on nearby Aruba 
and Bonaire and served as bases for trade with English and French 
colonies. Curacao was settled primarily as a military base and 
safe harbor close to the Venezuelan coast.
5The Jews arrived in Curacao under quite different circum­
stances. In 1536, when the Catholic Church instituted the 
Inquisition in Portugal, many Jews fled to the Turkish Empire and 
Italy. Others went to colonies in the Western Hemisphere or to 
Flanders, some en route to Holland. Many relocated to Amsterdam 
in 1581 and became involved in the city's commerce and shipping 
industries (Emmanuel 1970:39).
After 1630, when the Dutch colonized Brazil, Jews 
participated in the exploitation of the sugar plantations of 
Pernambuco. Samuel Cohen, for instance, worked as an interpreter 
during the Dutch conquest of Pernambuco. After the Dutch were 
driven out of Brazil in 1654, many Jewish families, accustomed to 
the life in the Caribbean, remained in the West Indies. They 
resettled in English colonies as well as in Surinam, St. 
Eustatius, and Curacao. Samuel Cohen appears again in the 
records as an interpreter during the Dutch expedition to Curacao 
in 1654 (Emmanuel 1970) .
The arrival of Dutch and Jewish settlers from Brazil in 1654 
and New Netherlands in 1664 initiated a new era in Curacao. The 
merchants quickly transformed the island from a military base 
into a slave depot and staple market. They not only profited 
from the island's strategic geographical location but also took 
advantage of Curacao's excellent natural harbor, which was soon 
declared a free port.
6SOURCES OF DATA
This research is based on many previously unstudied Nether­
lands Antilles archival materials held in the "Rijks Archief” in 
The Hague, Holland, as well as a number of secondary sources. 
Most of the data came from the West Indian Company archives, 
specifically from documents pertaining to Curacao and Chamber 
Amsterdam.
The Old Curacao Archives from the eighteenth century (with 
the exception of two volumes from 1722 and 1723) were not
accessible to the public because of their fragility. They are
being treated and restored and eventually will be microfilmed so 
that scholars may use them in the future. While this limited the 
database, the West Indian Company archives provided sufficient 
information for this study. Other difficulties encountered were 
the documents' deteriorated condition, their limited accessi­
bility, and the incompleteness of the eighteenth-century com­
modity inventories. Furthermore, the manuscripts were written in 
old Dutch and therefore demanded intensive and careful reading.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This study is meant to provide an initial approach and 
contribution to Curacao's cultural history. The colonial history 
of Curacao, unlike that of other West Indian islands, has not yet 
been sufficiently analyzed, despite research by Dutch historians 
and local academics. Moreover, most foreign studies, with the
exception of Aizpurua's (1987), treat the island's role in the
7West Indian trade superficially. At the dawn of Curacao's 
independence and its search for national identity, local 
academics must do more research and writing on the island's 
history, from their own perspective.
Given Curacao's current economic difficulties, the island's 
most important economic resource remains its trade and the know­
ledge of its residents. Curacao is now working hard to develop 
new resources, such as the establishment of the International 
Free Trade Zone, intended to make Curacao a passage in trade 
routes between Europe and the United States. The residents of 
.this island will ' have to form a national front, produce new 
incentives, and support each other in order to guarantee a sound 
economic climate for the generations to come.
The body of this thesis consists of three sections. Chapter 
One provides the background on early eighteenth-century Curacao. 
Holland's motivation for going to the Caribbean and colonizing 
Curacao is examined, as is the role of the island's Jewish com­
munity. The island's transition from a military base to a slave 
depot and staple market is analyzed. Last, the chapter contains 
a description of Curacao's society and the position of each 
social group.
Chapter Two includes a discussion of the differences and 
similarities between the two merchant groups. Data from com­
modity and slave lists are presented in this chapter, showing 
variances in the volume and value of trade conducted by the Dutch
and Jews.1 Dutch and Jewish merchants had distinctive ways of 
organizing their businesses, with each group specializing in one 
particular commodity. Unfortunately, the available documents do 
not reveal the reason (s) for this specialization. At the end of 
Chapter Two, the illegal trade, which became a pillar of the 
island's economy, is described.
Finally, in Chapter 3, an analysis of the differences 
between the two merchant groups is presented, particularly in 
terms of the means by which they exploited the resources at hand.
identification of the Jewish merchants named in the docu­
ments was made with the help of Emmanuel (1957), The Precious 
Stones of the Jews of Curacao: Curacao Jewry.
CHAPTER ONE
HISTORY AND SOCIETY OF CURACAO 
IN THE EARLY EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
THE ISLAND CURACAO
Curacao is situated in the Caribbean Sea approximately
forty-one miles off the eastern coast of South America. One of 
the Leeward Islands, it lies at 12-6' north latitude and 68-69' 
west longitude (Simon 1986:16). The island's area is 171 square 
miles.
Most sources indicate that Curacao was probably discovered 
by Alonso de Ojeda in 1499. The origin of the name Curacao seems 
to be Indian. When the Spanish arrived, the Indians referred to 
the island as "Curasote." Documents written in 1722 contain 
references to "Curissao" (Southey 1968). The Spaniards who first 
arrived on Curacao called it Islas de los Gicrantes. meaning 
islands of the giants, perhaps because of the Indians' compara­
tively taller stature. In 1513, Diego Colon declared Curacao an 
isla inutil, or insignificant island. Seven years later, the
Spanish deemed it more important because of its brazilwood supply 
and geographic position off the coast of Venezuela.
Before the arrival of the Dutch in 1634, Spain used Curacao
as a rancho for livestock breeding. In 1634, there were approxi-
9
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mately five hundred people living on the island, including 47 0 
Caquetios Inidans, who belonged to the linguistic group of the 
Arawaks, and 30 Spaniards. The island was ruled by Don Alonso de 
Morla, a priest. Livestock on the island consisted of roughly 
900 sheep, 2000 cows, 800 horses, 100 goats, and some pigs. Each 
year, the island exported five to six hundred hides, five hundred 
dressed sheep hides, cheese, and Campeche wood (v. Grol 1934:75- 
79) .
The Curacaon Indians cultivated cassava, potatoes, maize, 
peas, plantain, and melons. Before the introduction of European 
livestock, they had subsisted on conch, iguana, turtle, and 
lobster and traded with natives from Coro, Cumana, Caracas, and 
the Firm Coast. During Spain's colonization, Indian laborers 
were indispensable on the rancho; under the Dutch, they were 
replaced by African slaves.2
Curacao's vegetation consisted mostly of a cactus called 
cardouche (Cereus repandus), which the Indians ate during 
famines, and the' calabash (Crescentia cuiete), the hardened peel 
of which served as a drinking vessel. Logwood, a species related 
to brazilwood, grew along the island's rocky coast. Manzanilla 
(Euphorbia cotenifolia), which bears a toxic fruit resembling a 
small apple, also grew along the coast.
2This paper will not touch on the sociological and human 
aspects of slavery. Although no justification can be found for 
such a terrible institution, it is acknowledged that Africans 
were indispensable in an economic system that required good, 
cheap labor.
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THE DUTCH WEST INDIA COMPANY
Trade in the West Indies was mostly carried out by Dutch, 
English, French, and Swedish trading companies, which were 
founded as a reaction against the Treaty of Tordesillas (1494), 
The treaty divided the conquered New World between Spain and 
Portugal, giving Spain most of America and allowing Portugal 
exclusive rights to exploit Africa and explore potential sea 
routes to Asia (Paula 1987:12). The Portuguese initiated the 
trans-Atlantic slave trade and were soOn followed by the Dutch 
and later the English, French, and Americans. While Spain was 
never directly involved in this slave trade, it granted the 
"Asiento" to other European powers, which allowed them to deliver 
slaves to Spanish colonies.
The first Dutch West India Company (W.I.C.) was founded in 
1621 and consisted of five regional chambers: Amsterdam, Zeeland 
(Middleburg) , de Maas (Rotterdam), North Quarter, Groningen, and 
Friesland. The Company's main goal was to colonize unowned 
portions of America or the West Indies in order to cultivate 
staple commodities. The W.I.C. has also been characterized as a 
corporation organized to plunder Spanish ships sailing from the 
New World (Bloom 1969).
The first territories the Dutch colonized in South America 
were sugar and dyewood plantations in northeast Brazil and other 
plantations in Pernambuco, Paraiba, Sergipe, Rio Grande del 
Norte, and Maranhao (Arauz 1984). After Spain granted the 
Netherlands freedom of commerce and navigation and the Treaty of
12
Munster (1648) established it as an independent power, Dutch 
possessions in Brazil and the Caribbean were formally recognized.
In 1662, the W.I.C. signed a contract with the Genoa Trading 
Company to supply the Spanish colonies with slaves. Peter
Stuyvesant, the governor of New Amsterdam from 1647 to 1664, 
introduced the slave trade in Curacao. The island was made a 
slave depot where slaves could regain their strength after the 
exhausting "middle passage" and prior to being traded to other 
colonies in the Caribbean. From 1669 to 1670, more than 4,500 
slaves passed through this depot on their way to other colonies 
in the Caribbean (Emmer 19820.
The second Dutch West Indian Company was founded in 1674 and 
thrived until 1740, when it was superseded by other private 
shipping companies. It received revenue from each vessel that 
departed from a Dutch port en route to Africa and America. In 
the Dutch Antilles, especially on Curacao and St. Eustatius, the 
W.I.C. was involved in the slave trade and the illegal trade of 
tropical crops such • as cacao, tobacco, cotton, and sugar which 
were exchanged for European goods. An estimated ninety-five to 
one hundred and five ships sailed from Holland to the West Indies 
each year (Emmer 1982).
According to Emmer (1982), the Dutch slave trade resulted 
from the expansion of the plantation colonies in the West Indies. 
The Dutch empire in the New World then consisted of several West 
African forts, six islands in the Antilles, Essequibo, and 
Demerara. The West Indian Company also had shares in the Society
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of Surinam. The most important Dutch plantations were in 
Surinam, Demerara, and Essequibo, which cultivated cotton, cof­
fee, and sugar cane, and Berbice and Essequibo.
The Dutch first used Curacao as a military base for 
altercations with Spain. The port served as a safe harbor where 
merchant and war ships could take on fresh supplies and undergo 
maintenance and repair (v. Grol 1980:102). Holland paid full 
attention to Curacao only after losing Pernambuco in 1654 and New 
Netherlands in 1664. Dutch merchants who traded with these 
colonies saw Curacao as the new West Indian emporium and encour­
aged the State General to allow private traders to negotiate with 
the Curacaon islands and to permit free trade in slaves and 
commodities between Curacao and foreign nations. On April 5, 
1675, St. Anna Bay was opened as a free port and Curacao became 
the base for Dutch West Indian trade (v. Grol 1980:102).
In 1651, seventeen years after the Dutch arrived on Curacao, 
the first Sephardic Jewish families settled on the island. Joao 
de Yllan, who had a W.I.C. contract to cultivate land, arrived 
with twelve Jewish families. Their interest soon shifted from 
farming to trade, in part because they were not allowed to import 
slaves, and the contract was not renewed when it expired in 1655.
A new group of Jews came to the island in 1659 and settled a 
section along the south coast which became known as the Jewish 
Quarter. Most Jews, however, lived in the capital because of 
their commercial activities. The beautiful mansions in the 
capital's center reflected their prosperity during the eighteenth
14
century. They were granted freedom of religion and in 1674 built 
their own synagogue and established a Jewish cemetery, which is 
one of the oldest in.the New World.
With the arrival of the Jews, the island's population
consisted of three ethnic groups: Western Europeans who mainly
held the government posts, the Sephardic Jews, who dominated 
trade, and the Africans, who occupied subordinate and dependent 
positions.
The neutrality of the Dutch during the turbulent years of 
the eighteenth century made Curacao the perfect staple market, 
since foreign ships could carry their goods into the harbor 
without the risk of being attacked by an enemy ship. The day- 
registers show that a great many ships entered and left Curacao's 
port. Ships came from all over the West Indies and even as far
away as Boston and Rhode Island. Documents indicate that during
the month of November, many ships sailed from Curacao to the 
Spanish coast; later, however, because of the closure of the 
Spanish coast and the patrolling of the coast guards trade was 
prohibited with the Spanish colonies. In 1729 and 1730, the 
importation of cacao from the Spanish coast decline markedly. 
(See Appendix A.)
DIRECTORS OF CURACAO IN THE EARLY EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Between 1634 to 1750, Curacao had twenty governors. 
Appointed by the "Heeren X," (the board of directors in Chamber 
Amsterdam) they were urged to promote the W.I.C's interests and
15
collect it debts. The governors, or directors, of the island 
from 1708 to 1730 were Abraham Beck, Jeremias van Collen (1712), 
J. van Beuningen, Jan Noach du Fay (1723-1730), and Juan Pedro 
van Collen (1730) (Simmons 1968:88).
The governor of Curacao had total executive power. He also 
chaired the Church Council and shared legislative and judicial 
power with the six-member Political and Judicial Council, which 
served mainly as an advisory body (Goslinga 1985:80). Three of 
the latter council's members were high officials: the
Commissioner of Public Works, the Commissioner of the Slave 
Trade, and the Commander of the Troops. The other three "burger" 
members were representatives of the white elite.
Curacao's government frequently formulated regulations 
designed to safeguard the W.I.C.'s ventures rather than to 
encourage good management of the colony. The W.I.C., however, 
often had to compete with its own appointed governors as well 
local merchants. The Company did not pay its employees well, 
which induced them to start their own businesses. These firms 
often conflicted with the W.I.C.'s interests.
Governor Jan Noach du Fay reportedly was more of a Company 
man than his predecessors (Goslinga 1985:104). Under his regime, 
the island prospered considerably, mainly through the growth of 
the "kleine vaart," or contraband trade. One night in 1730, 
however, du Fay secretly abandoned his post, leaving behind 
numerous debts to the Company and local merchants.
16
Juan Pedro van Collen, previously Commissioner of the Slave 
Trade and Commissioner of Public Works, succeeded du Fay. Much 
to the Heeren X's annoyance, van Collen became more involved in 
his own business than in the W.I.C. He was not popular among the 
merchants, particularly Jewish merchants, toward whom he dis­
played great hostility, partly because they represented a serious 
threat to his business. In 1756, van Collen informed the Heeren 
X that the Jewish population had grown to three quarters of the 
entire white population of the island, warning that this would 
have serious consequences for the island (Goslinga 1985:106).
THE FRENCH INVASION OF CURACAO
While Curacao thrived economically in the early eighteenth 
century, its defenses were underdeveloped, as demonstrated by the 
French invasion in 1713. Residents were expected to help defray 
the cost of defense against possible enemy invasions and to 
construct and maintain forts on the island. The W.I.C. was 
concerned only with the fort at the capital, where the government 
was seated.
Because of the antagonism between the governors and the 
merchants, the latter frequently refused to contribute to the 
island's defense. This led to serious, shortages in ammunition 
and gun supplies and to the poor condition of the island's forts. 
Residents were ordered to provide themselves with sufficient 
ammunition to defend their property and to store enough food, 
water, and firewood to last three months. Governor van Collen 
directed them to apply to two Jews, Abraham de Chaves and Isaac
17
Tooro, for ammunition in the event that their own supplies ran 
out (Schiltkamp 1978:114),
The French invasion of Curacao began with the Peace of 
Utrecht (1713), which signalled England's victory over France in 
the War of the Spanish Succession. In addition to other penal­
ties imposed by the Treaty, France lost the Asiento. Many French 
merchants, offended by the outcome of the war, decided to finance 
a new French West India Company, dedicated primarily to plunder­
ing English and Dutch possessions in the Caribbean (Goslinga 
1985:98) .
One of these French merchants was Jacques Cassard of Nantes, 
who embarked on his own ship and terrorized many foreign 
colonies in the West Indies, including Curacao. In January 1713, 
Cassard sailed past the capital city's main fort, Fort Amsterdam, 
and dropped anchor in St. Cruz Bay, on the west side of the 
island. He overpowered the fortifications there and marched his 
troops to the capital, where he demanded the immediate surrender 
of the island and a ransom of Ps. 400,000 (pesos). After negoti­
ations with some prominent local merchants, Cassard reduced the 
ransom to Ps. 115,000 and agreed to receive it in the form of 
cash, commodities, and slaves.
The importance of Curacao's Jewish community became clear 
during the invasion when inhabitants were taxed to raise money 
for the ransom. Out of the two hundred and ninety-four families 
that contributed, eighty-seven were Jewish. These Jewish
18
that contributed, eighty-seven were Jewish. These Jewish 
families paid thirty percent of the ransom.3
CURACAO'S TRADE
Curacaon merchants engaged in a triangular trade involving 
Africa, Spanish America, and Europe. The W.I.C. imported slaves 
from the African coast to Curacao in Company-owned ships. At 
Curacao, the slaves were credited by the director to local mer­
chants, who paid with bottomry bonds. Slaves and European goods 
were then transferred to smaller ships and exchanged on the coast 
of Venezuela for tropical products, including cacao, tobacco, 
hides, timber, and sugar. These products, in turn, were exported 
by chartered W.I.C. ships to merchants in Amsterdam, where they 
were sold at high profits. Part of the profits were used to buy 
more European goods. Curacao also traded with the thirteen 
colonies in North America, exchanging cash and ammunition for 
provisions from the colonies.
The day-registers show that Curacao's harbor was heavily 
trafficked in the early eighteenth century.4 Shipowners and sea 
captains felt so free in Curacao's harbor that they often ignored 
the island's import regulations (Schiltkamp 1978:131-132). The
3A .R .A . NWIC 295 fo. 236-240. Tax.collected from individual 
households in 1713 to pay the ransom demanded by Cassard.
4It should be noted, however, that the goods referred to in 
the day-registers did not necessarily originate in the port 
listed; in some cases, officials were noting the last port 
visited by each ship (Goslinga 1985).
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situation became so extreme that director Johan van Beuningen
issued a proclamation reminding shippers and shipowners of their
obligation to pay weighage and import duties on all imported and
exported goods. Van Beuningen, furthered annoyed that even local
merchants defied these rules, ordered that violators would be
fined fifty pieces of eight.5 Taxes were as followed:
Port entry tax on boats 2 pesos
Ad valorem .5 to 1 percent
Duty on all exports 2 percent
Duty on cacao 2.5 percent
Ad valorem on all imports
(except meat & lard) 8 percent
Ad valorem on meat & lard 4 percent
Tax on all merchandise sold
at auction 2.5 percent
(Emmanuel 1970:70)
In accordance with the Treaty of Utrecht (1713), the English 
South Sea Company received the Asiento for thirty years beginning 
May 1, 1713 (Southey 1968:208). The South Sea Company did not
have the capability to supply the West Indies with the desired 
number of slaves. The W.I.C., capitalizing on this incapacity, 
began trading slaves with Spanish America for tropical products 
such as cacao, tobacco, hides, indigo, timber, and sugar. Trade 
with the Spanish Coast created the opportunity to provide Spanish 
colonists with European goods, which were always in demand.
The Dutch had many forts along the West African, coast where 
they could collect captured slaves for transportation to the West
5A.R.A. NWIC 579 (1728-1730) . Tax paid to the West India
Company by residents for the importation and exportation of 
commodities.
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Indies. The W.I.C. used Curacao as a slave depot from which it 
distributed slaves to all parts of the West Indies. While the 
W.I.C. had a monopoly on the importation of slaves in the Dutch 
colonies, it suffered many losses because of Dutch interlopers 
who wanted a piece of the slave trade for themselves.
The colonists wrote the Heeren X in 1727 to remind them to 
send more female slaves to the West Indies. Director Noach du 
Fay explained that female slaves were cheaper in Guinea, costing 
three ounces of gold, as opposed to the five ounces charged for 
male slaves. Moreover, female slaves could be sold on the 
Spanish Coast for Ps 20 more than the average price per head.6 
Du Fay had his own opinion as to why the Spaniards preferred 
female slaves to males.
DEMOGRAPHY OF EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CURACAO
In the early eighteenth century, the population of Curacao 
consisted of European and African descendants. There are no 
exact figures for the period and it is impossible to discern what 
percentage of the population each category of inhabitants com­
prised. Tax lists from 1702 and 1707, years in which an income 
tax had been levied on the residents, show that there were 377 
taxable residents on Curacao, of whom 104 were Jewish. A tax 
list compiled in 1713 does not show the number of taxable house­
holds among the white settlers (Hartog 1961:350-352)'. During the
6A.R.A. NWIC 579 (1728). Public sale of negro slaves by the 
Chartered West India Company.
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French siege in 1713, 294 households, including 87 Jewish ones,
paid the Ps. 115,000 Cassard demanded. The taxes paid by 
individual families during Cassard's siege reflect the distribu­
tion of wealth among the population (WIC 205; 236-240). Emmanuel 
contends that in 1713 the population consisted of 140 Jewish 
families and 320 Christian families, not including mulattoes, 
free negroes, and slaves.
The residents were taxed at a rate of six percent of the 
value of their holdings (Emmanuel 1970:106). Table I shows the 
amount of taxes paid by Dutch and Jewish households. Jews com­
prised 29.6 percent of all taxpayers, while Christians constitut­
ed 70.4 percent.
A survey taken in 1789 shows that there were 19,544 
inhabitants residing in the capital and the districts. This 
included 2,469 Christians, 1,495 Jews, 2,776 coloreds and 12,804 
slaves. There were 1,067 houses, excluding slave dwellings 
(Hartog 1961:352).
Inventories taken in 1710 show the number of slaves held 
behind the fort and on Company plantations. In that year, the 
W.I.C. owned 139 slaves behind the fort and 497 slaves on its 
plantations. These documents, however, give no indication of the 
total number of slaves on the island because no mention is made 
of slaves owned by private planters. The documents do not make 
any distinction between negroes and coloreds (free blacks and 








































































































































To facilitate the discussion here, households have been 
divided into four classes: upper, upper middle, middle, and lower 
middle. The criterion for distinguishing groups is the amount of 
tax paid. As Table I shows, the upper class made up 11.5 percent 
of taxpayers. Roughly 80 percent of taxpayers fell into the 
middle and lower classes. Upper middle class taxpayers were the 
smallest group, comprising only 8.5 percent.
Most high-ranking Jews belonged to the merchant class. This 
resulted in part because Sephardic Jews could not obtain full 
citizenship until 1825. Jews therefore could not serve admini­
strative offices. Christians did not all have the same status, 
since in eighteenth-century Curacao there was a distinction 
between "Higher Protestant" and "Lower Protestant" (Hoetink 
1957:45). The former was the aristocracy of the old society, 
composed of high-ranking administrative officials, officers, 
families who had settled on Curacao, and prominent merchants. 
Lower Protestants were poor white artisans, shopkeepers, seamen 
and soldiers.
THE SLAVE SOCIETY
The slave society in Curacao consisted of three main groups: 
field slaves, artisan slaves, and house slaves. Other slaves 
worked as seamen on smaller vessels belonging to local merchants. 
There were also slaves who worked in the shops selling fruits, 
meat, dry goods. In 1710, director Abraham Beck forbade local 
residents to allow slaves to sell wares other than vegetables,
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fruits, meat, or fish on the streets. This prohibition was
intended to prevent smuggling of goods such as silk, linen, wool 
and other wares, which slaves sold to Christians and Jews at 
reduced prices (Schiltkamp 1978:100-101).
Slaves on Curacao generally did not exclusively perform a 
specialized profession or craft (Romer 1981:52-53). The same 
slaves who labored in the saltpans also worked on the land and 
may have been used as artisans, bricklayers, and carpenters.
It should be noted that in eighteenth-century Curacao there were 
colored merchants and slave owners. Paula (1987:20) emphasizes 
that
it would be wrong to think that slave owners during 
the entire period of slavery in the West Indies were 
by definition white. The slave labor was indispen­
sable for the maintenance of the system. Free negroes 
and ex-slaves, in need of labor had to purchase some 
slaves in order to participate in the economic system.
Even though this participation was at a lower degree.
The documents contain information about one free woman, Lucia,
who imported a certain amount of pottery through the W.I.C.7
Other data exist concerning free blacks who bought female slaves,
probably to use as housekeepers.8
WEST INDIA COMPANY.PLANTATIONS
Plantations on Curacao cultivated crops for subsistence 
rather than trade. Most did not specialize in one crop. Private
7ARA NWIC 579, (1728-1730).
8ARA NWIC 57 9 (1728) Public Sales of salves by the W.I.C.
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planters cultivated the same crops as Company planters: maize,
cotton, sugar cane, and indigo. After 1717, the W.I.C. leased 
out its plantations to private planters to lower maintenance 
costs. The Company disposed of all its plantations on the island 
after 1796.
Several conditions were stipulated in the W.I.C. lease:
1) The plantations are rented for the period of ten 
years.
2) The tenants are prohibited from chopping firewood as a 
means to fire the lime-kilns, neither are they allowed 
to sell these, but are permitted to use only a small 
amount.
3) The tenants are responsible for the maintenance of the 
plantation till the fence, and upon completion of the 
leasing period they must return the place in the same 
condition as it has been leased.
4) No logwood is to be felled, but one is encouraged to 
cultivate these trees.
5) The rent is due every six months, and a two-month rent 
is withheld as a deposit.
6) The tenants, upon receiving the plantations within a 
fortnight, can have the furniture included in the 
inventory, or are free to leave the furniture to the 
Company.
7) For a period of six weeks all cattle are to be held in 
the corrals till the moment they are sold.9
Eight out of the nine West Indian plantations were leased to
the highest bidders. The plantation Piscaderis obtained the
highest rent, Ps. 373 per year. In 1710, Jeremiah van Collen
9A .R .A . NWIC 573 fo. 139. Broad translation by the author
of the conditions stipulated by the West India Company for the 
leasing of plantations on Curacao in 1717.
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made an inventory of Piscaderis, which included 105 slaves (64
men, 23 women, 8 boys, 9 girls, and one baby) , 140 cows, 600
sheep, and 50 goats. There were also 72 chiappen (hoes), 28 
indigo knives, and 25 machetes. The warehouse contained 4,500 
scoops of unthreshed maize. The inventory shows that most plan­
tations belonging to the W.I.C. did not have many specialized 
tools. The majority possessed only those tools suitable for 
cultivating maize and indigo, which suggests that no other crops 
were planted.
Livestock on Company plantations numbered 401 cows, 2,910 
sheep, 1,854 goats. The total number of plantation slaves was 
437, including 245 men, 115 women, 42 boys, 31 girls, and 4 
babies. On the public market, the Company sold families as units. 
In 1710, the W.I.C. inventoried the 139 slaves working behind the
fort, noting the different vocation of each slave.
7 men attending the water-boat 
13 female grinders
1 old grinder and incompetent
1 girl/1 suckling
5 slave supervisors (bombas)
2 ferry-men 
2 hangmen
2 attendants of the trumpets
3 cooks for the negroes
1 ship cook
2 cooks for the soldiers
4 fetchers of wood
4 attendants of the doctor and foreman 
1 chaser
5 butlers







8 carpenter apprentices 
1 sailmaker






1 assistant o.f the ammunition captain 
6 house carpenters
8 men/1 woman idlers
2 basket makers
13 men for public work10
10A.R.A. NWIC 203 (1710). Inventory of the W.I.C. slaves
that worked behind the fort.
CHAPTER TWO
DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN 
DUTCH AND JEWISH MERCHANTS ON CURACAO
The intention of this chapter is to see the different stra­
tegies applied by Jewish and Dutch merchants in order to dominate 
the slave and staple trades. The specific causes of these dif­
ferent strategies are discussed, as well as reasons for each 
group succeeding in particular aspects of trade.
The findings in this chapter are based on documentary evi­
dence compiled for the years 1710 to 1735. These documents 
include slave lists, commodity lists, day-registers of incoming 
and outgoing ships, merchants' letters to the governor, and 
letters from the governor to Chamber Amsterdam. In order to 
identify the two groups of merchants in the documents, the author 
consulted Emmanuel's The Precious Stones of the Jews in Curacao: 
Curacaon Jewry (1957), which contains a list Jewish names appear­
ing in the Dutch archives in The Hague. As Emmanuel explains, 
the Jews customarily used aliases in order to conduct business 
under different names. For example, Isaacq de Marchena was also 
known as Isaacq de Martiene, Elias de Crasto as Eliao Namias, 
and Jacob Naar as Manuel de Pina.
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European Jews' use of aliases dates from the seventeenth 
century. Swettschinski contends that Portuguese Jews adopted 
Dutch aliases in the seventeenth century to conceal their 
Portuguese identities rather than their Jewish origins. During 
the Inquisition, Jewish merchants took Dutch pseudonyms to 
guarantee the continuation of their trade with Portugal. After 
1640, when Portugal became independent of Spain, New Christians 
(Jews who ostensibly converted to Christianity but continued to 
practice Judaism secretly) in Madrid and Seville became politi­
cally and economically suspect because of their supposed trade 
relations with Portuguese Jews in Amsterdam. When Spain and 
Holland resumed trade with each other following the Peace of 
Westphalia (1648),• Portuguese Jews in Amsterdam were suspected of 
importing goods from Spain's enemy Portugal and its colonies. 
(Swettschinski 1981:56).
THE SLAVE MARKET IN CURACAO
As described in Chapter One, the West India Company supplied 
the Spanish colonies with slaves even after the English South Sea 
Company was officially granted the Asiento in 1713. The W.I.C., 
in fact, monopolized the importation of slaves, as well as 
horses, timber, and livestock. Slave lists from the years 1714, 
1718, 1728, 1729, 1730 and 1735 have been analyzed to determine
the degree of participation of Dutch and Jewish merchants in the 
slave trade. During those years, the Dutch brought in 1,118
30
slaves, paying Ps. 86,208 while the Jews imported 768, paying Ps. 
60,003. (See Appendix B.)
No. Slaves
No. Resident No. Slaves Pesos Per Resident
450 Dutch 1118 86,208 2.5
180 Jewish 768 60,003 4.1
The ratio of Jewish and Dutch merchants who brought four or 
more slaves to the island has been determined. Thirty-nine 
Jewish merchants paid Ps. 34,547 for 416 slaves. Fifty-one Dutch 
merchants bought 47 9 slaves, for whom they paid Ps. 36,171. 
Table II shows that in 1728 the Jews bought healthy slaves 
destined for plantations in Surinam and paid an average of Ps. 92 
per slave. In 1735, the Dutch bought "macarons," or sick slaves, 
for Curacaon plantations, paying an average of Ps. 68 per slave. 
These slaves were of lower quality than those bought by the Jews 
in 1728, having been weakened by the long ocean voyage and the 
lack of good nutrition and medical care. Initially, macarons 
would be placed on Curacaon plantations, which required less 
slave labor than those in Surinam. Later, after they had 
recovered from their journey, they would be credited to Spanish 
planters. Such slaves were resold at public auctions at lower 
prices.
The slave lists show that the Dutch not only bought more 
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Average Price Paid for Slaves in the First 
Half of the Eighteenth Century
Male Slaves* Female Slaves*
Ship Jews Christians Jews Christians
S t . Marcus 53 71 54 72
Queen Ester 57 62 41 70
W.I.C. 50 63 63 55
Gr. Bentveld 85 89 105 116
Phenix 78 83 108 111
Steenhuyzen 71 68 70 60
Boy Slaves* Girl Slaves*
Ship Jews Christians Jews Christians
St. Marcus — — — —
Queen Ester - - - -
W.I.C. 39 57 54 57
Gr. Bentveld 101 132 111 132
Phenix 82 112 98 112
Steenhuyzen 64 52 64 52
in Pesos
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prices. Historical evidence demonstrates that the Jews never 
owned as many slaves as the Dutch (Emmanuel 1970). Analysis of 
the slave lists suggests that while the Dutch bought more slaves, 
most were macarons; in addition, many bought only one or two 
slaves at a time.
In contrast, the Jews participated at a much higher level in 
the sale of high-quality slaves. Slave brokerage was one of 
several areas of trade dominated by Jewish merchants in the West 
Indies; other areas included stock, freight, and commodities 
(Fortune (1984). Judging from the number of Jewish households in 
early eighteenth-century Curacao and the number of slaves they 
bought, it seems that many Jews purchased slaves. Unlike the 
Dutch, however, they themselves did not own a considerable num­
ber .
The widows in Curacao formed during the eighteenth century 
one particular category. Slave tax lists compiled from 1721 and 
1722 (see Appendix H) show that the Dutch owned a total of 1359 
slaves, which corresponded to 78.8%, and the number of 364 slaves 
owned by the Jews, that mounted to 21.1% from the total. Of the 
total number of slaves, 23.6% was owned by the Dutch widows and 
2.4% by the Jewish widows.
The analysis of the slave tax lists further suggests that 
there lived on the island during those years widows who owned 449 







120 Dutch 1,359 78.8 26 Dutch 407 23.6
76 Jews 364 21.1 8 Jews 42 2.4
196 Total 1,723 99.9 34 Total 449 26.0
The category widows on the island who owned slaves in 1721/1722 
was 17 percent. Statistically, this was an average of 13 slaves 
per widow. The conclusion that can be drawn is that since eigh­
teenth-century Curacao did not possess a plantation economy, it 
was difficult to attribute the ownership of large number of 
slaves to a high economic status. The widows on the island were 
probably more involved in agricultural activities and functioned 
to a very insignificant degree as merchants. Also, it should be 
noted that during the colonial period, slaves on Curacao were 
regarded more as indicators of status than as agricultural labor. 
The crops that were cultivated by most of the plantations served 
as subsistence crops, which was consumed in substantial amount by 
the slaves themselves. So one can conclude that the exploitation 
of plantations on Curacao was anything but a profitable enter­
prise .
VOLUME OF TRADE
Local merchants traded slaves on the Spanish coast for 
tropical products and cash. They took also the opportunity to 
supply the Spaniards with European manufactured goods. (See
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Appendix C.) The day-registers show how intensive trade was in 
Curacao's port. (See Appendix D.)
Commodity lists from 1712, 1713, 1727, 1729, 1730, 1731 were 
examined to discover how the volume of imported commodities was 
divided among local Curacaon merchants. These lists also indi­
cate how the merchants organized their businesses. Names listed 
in the documents indicate the ratio of Dutch to Jewish merchants 
living in Curacao in the early eighteenth century.
Cargo lists from thirteen ships that sailed in the years
mentioned above were randomly selected and examined to determine 
the amount of merchandise that the Jews and Dutch exported to 
Amsterdam. Cacao and tobacco were the highest exports, followed 
by hides and timber. Indigo was exported in fairly small 
amounts, since after 1728 it lost much of its value on the Dutch 
market. Because not all cargo lists were analyzed, the findings 
do not reflect the total purchasing power of both groups. How­
ever, the amount of tropical products that each category of
merchant exported in a particular ship can be examined. In 1729,
Jewish merchants were the main exporters of cacao, hides, timber, 
sugar, lime juice, and indigo, while the Dutch dominated the 
export of tobacco and cotton. (See Table III.)
In addition to information concerning the volume of trade, 
data were gathered about the ways in which the two Table groups 
organized their businesses. Throughout the documents, merchants 
with Jewish names are recorded as exporters of commodities to co­
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incidence among Dutch merchants, these co-religionists had the 
same surname as the exporter in Curacao. (See Table IV.) This 
suggests that the Jews used kinship ties for business purposes, 
which is consistent with Amsterdam Sephardic Jews' practice of 
dispersing family members in strategic places for business pur­
poses in the seventeenth century (Swettschinski 1981). Jewish 
businessmen transformed the Jewish nation into a fictive kinship 
network, holding important trading connections with Jewish com­
munities all over the world. Jewish merchants in Curacao, for 
example, maintained important trading relations with the Jewish 
community in Tucacas, Venezuela (Arauz 1984; Aizpurua 1987).
Archival evidence suggests that Jewish merchants formed 
joint enterprises more than Dutch merchants. The commodity lists 
show that each cargo ship contained goods belonging to at least 
seven joint enterprises organized by Jewish merchants. Most of 
these firms were formed by brothers (such as Isaacq and Moses 
Penso) or by fathers and sons (such as David Senior and Sons) . 
The Dutch also formed joint enterprises, such as that of Johanne 
and Gerard Stuylingh, but to a much lesser degree.
The respective duration of Jewish and Dutch trading ventures 
in the early eighteenth century can also be compared. Eleven 
Dutch names and sixteen Jewish names appear in the records for 
four or more years; two Jewish firms (Ferro y Neyra and Elias 
Parera) stayed in business during the entire period under study. 
This suggests that the Jews stayed in business longer than the
38
TABLE IV
Determination of the amount of times Dutch and Jewish 
merchants sent good to factors carrying the same or 
different surnames.
Jews Dutch
Same Names 174 = 3 6 . 9 %  51 = 16.4%
Different
Names 297 = 63.1% 260 = 83.6%
n = 471 n = 311
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TABLE V
Determination of persistency of the merchant name 
through analysis of the commodity lists. Names that 
persisted for more than 4 years.
Dutch Names 1712 1713 1727 1729 173
Brandau & Bundes + + + _ _
Zimbregts Haase + + + - -
Isaac Lamont - + - + -
Jan Kock - - + - —
Nicolaas Houtschilt - — + - +
Frederic Eck - - + + +
Abraham Visser - - + + +
David Soorbeek - - + + +
Noach du Fay - - + + +
Johannes & Gerard - - + - +
Stuylingh
Brethauer & Barner - — + + +










Jewish Names 1712 1713 1727 1729 1730 1731
J. D. C. Gomes - -  + - + +
Samuel Salom - - + - + +
Banjamin de Chaves - - + - + +




Jovob V. David - - + + + +
Senior
Mord. Henriques + + - -  + -
Ferro y Neyra + + + + +
Benjamin Jeserun + + + - +
Elias Parera + + + + +
Mord. de Crasto + + + ' + - -
Abraham & Isacq + + - - + +
Henriques Moron
Antonio de Neyra - + - + + -
Jacob Lopes de - + + - - -
Fonseca
Samuel da Costa & - - + + + +
Co.
Isacq & Moses Penso - - + + + -
Jacob de Emphraim - - + + + +
Jeserun Henriques
Jacob de Abraham & - - + - + +
Henrqiues Moron






Dutch. Interestingly, the Jews are still the leading merchants 
on the island.
To determine the approximate number of merchants from both 
groups who exported goods to Amsterdam, two commodity lists were 
randomly selected and the number of merchants counted. With the 
exception of a list dated (1713), each list recorded more Jews as 
exporters of goods to Amsterdam. (See Table VI.)
TABLE VI
DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER OF MERCHANTS 
SENDING GOODS TO AMSTERDAM
Year Ship Christians Jews
1712 America 16 26
1712 Europa 15 18
1713 d'Arentsberg 21 31
1713 St. Clara 9 26
1727 Vrouw Anna 16 27
1727 De Philippe 13 26
1729 Groot Bentveld 15 20
1729 Geertruida/Maria 8 18
1730 Juff. Alida 13 21
1730 Agatha Gaily 17 25
1731 de Victoria 22 14
1731 de Hoop 21 22
The analysis of Table VI suggests that there were more 
Jewish merchants than Dutch merchants on the island. However, 
one should be careful in such a statement, especially since it is 
based on the analysis of only two ships a year. Despite that, 
the documents showed that each ship registered goods belonging to 
appromiately thirty-five merchants, of whom twenty-one belonged 
to the Jewish community and fourteen merchants were Dutch. The 
ratio of Jewish merchants to Dutch merchants was of 1,5:1.
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To extract more information from this table, use was made of 
the standard deviation to see which category merchant was more 
constant when exporting goods to Amsterdam. The dispersion from 
the mean value in the case of the Dutch merchants was smaller 
than by the Jews. The standard deviation showed that the Dutch 
merchants, when acting as exporters, were more constant than the 
Jews, even though the latter outnumbered them.
Standard deviation of the Jewish merchants.
n X
«—iK1 (x-x1)2 Standard Deviation
1 26 5 25
2 18 -3 9 (x-x1)2
3 14 -7 49
4 35 14 196 n - 1
5 26 5 25
6 24 3 9
7 20 -1 1 388
8 18 -3 9 -------------
9 21 0 0 11
10 20 -1 1
11 13 -8 64







Determination of the standard deviation of the Dutch mer­
chants .
n X x-x1 (x-x1)2 Standard Deviation
1 16 2 4
2 15 •1 1
3 21 7 ' 49 (x-x1)2
4 9 -5 25
5 16 2 4 n - 1
6 13 -1 1
7 15 1 1 205
8 8 -6 36
9 13 -1 1 11
10 17 3 9
11 19 5 25




  - 14.1
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Statements that can be made regarding Table VI and Appendix 
A are:
a. The total number of Jewish merchants was higher than 
the Dutch.
b. The standard deviation showed that there was a rela­
tive constant number of Dutch merchants exporting 
goods to Amsterdam.
c. In total the Jewish merchants exported more goods to 
Amsterdam than the Dutch.
d. The mean amount of exported goods per individual 
merchant was larger by the Dutch than by the Jew.
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In addition to the statements mentioned, it should be 
remarked that one Dutch merchant whose name appeared in the 
documents was responsible for exporting large quantities of com­
modities to Amsterdam. This person was the governor of the 
island. The data, that belonged to the governor disturbed in a 
small degree the average amount of goods that each Dutch merchant 
exported to Amsterdam. However the conclusion that can be drawn 
is that even though the Jewish merchants outnumbered the Dutch 
according to the used documents, still it seemed that the export 
capacity of the Dutch merchants was larger. One explanation for 
this may be that since in the 18th century, the Jews of Curacao 
were limited in their freedom to occupy certain professions, many 
of them became merchants. Only a small percentage belonged to 
the upper merchant class (cf. Table I) . THe rest of the Jewish 
community probably functioned as merchants who had their focus on 
the local commerce.
The Dutch, in contrast, occupied military and governmental 
postions. One may conclude that the few Dutch residents who 
functioned as merchants may have owned large firms, with a large 
export capacity.
Jewish merchants were aided in their business transactions 
by their knowledge of Spanish. The Jews also seem to have domi­
nated the shipping enterprise in Curacao. In a letter sent to 
the Parnassim in Amsterdam in 1721, the shipping business was 
called a Jewish enterprise. The records show that at least fifty 
Curacaon ships had owners with Jewish names in the first decades
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of the eighteenth century (Emmanuel 1970). Curacaon Jewish 
merchants dominated other businesses as well, such insurance and 
money lending (Fortune 1984) .
COMMODITIES TRADE
Before describing the types of commodities that entered 
Curacao's free port, it is necessary to explain why Curacao
itself did not produce a cash crop. Unlike other Dutch colonies
in the West Indies, Curacao was unfit for intensive cultivation. 
Planters' repeated attempts to cultivate indigo in the early 
eighteenth century failed because of Curacao's meager rainfall. 
In any event, the price of indigo fell after the first decade of 
the eighteenth, as explained in a letter written by the Heeren X 
in 1729.
Curacao experienced several droughts in the first half of 
the eighteenth century, which had disastrous results for the 
island. Droughts occurred in 1709-1712 and 1717-1722/ 1711 was a 
particularly bad year. One director of the island complained to
the Heeren X that the drought was so severe that even the cattle
were dying. No products were arriving from the Spanish Coast, 
which wreaked havoc with Curacao's economy because it meant that 
no slaves could be credited to the Spanish planters. In 1722, 
director Jan Noach du Fay proclaimed a day of humiliation to 
stave off another catastrophic drought (Schiltkamp 1078:141). 
Except for subsistence crops of maize, cotton,, sugar, and indigo 
grown by W.I.C. plantations, Curacao depended completely on other
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colonies for sustenance commodities. The island's free port, 
well suited all sorts of vessels, facilitated the import and 
export of these goods.
The Spanish Coast supplied Curacao with cacao, tobacco, 
hides, indigo, timber, and lime juice. Cuba and St. Domingo,
also Spanish territories, offered sugar, snuff, hides and maho­
gany. The French colonies of Martinique, Guadeloupe, Saint 
Domingue, St. Lucia and Cape Francois traded brown sugar, indigo, 
coffee, kiltum, brandy, red wine, blued linen, soap, cacao, 
French silk, hats, woolen socks, plates and yarn. England's 
Jamaica, Nevis, St. Christoffer, Tortola, Antigua, Providence and 
Rocus exchanged sugar, dry goods, provisions, spices, brasilet
timber, turtles and salt fish. The North American English
colonies exchanged flour, bread, meat, ham, salt, fish, butter, 
peas, candles, cotton, boards, and hats for salves and ammuni­
tion. St. Eustatius, a Dutch colony, supplied Curacao with 
sugar, yams, and sweet potatoes. The Company stipulated certain 
import duties on all products. Dry goods and provisions had an 
import duty of 8 percent and meat kinds a duty of 4 percent. 
Products from the Spanish Coast such as cacao, tobacco, indigo, 
and timber had an import duty of 2 percent (See Table VII and 
Appendix E .)
Appendix E and Table VII suggested that most tropical pro­
ducts carried a low import duty. The reason for this must have 
been because large quantities of these products were leaving the 
island as staple .commodity to be sold on the European market.
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TABLE VII
W.I.C. 577 fo. 322(10)
List of imported goods and the amount of import-duty 
attached to each in the 18th century.






Brandy per anker 
Bread the barrel 
Butter the barrel 
Beer
Candles and casje 
copper kettles 
Cabinets 
Eel & Cyter in 
bottles 
Peas
Frontec Jac wine 








Kiltum per gallon 
Sheets
Madera wine, white 
Malvasse wine 
Medicaments 
flour per barrel 
Mackerel the barrel 
Marquette Wax 
Rope netting bags 
Oysters




















































The commodities that carried an import duty of 8 percent, were 
mostly provisions and dry goods that came from Europe the English 
Thirteen Colonies. The monopoly of the W.I.C. on the importation 
of provisions, made it possible for this Company to stipulate 
high import duties which rendered good profits.
It was very interesting to see that hardly any tropical 
commodity was being imported thorugh W.I.C. The documents in the 
archives showed only how the tropical commodities were leaving 
the island. There are no registers that showed how much was 
entering the island.
THE CONTRABAND TRADE
Local merchants became involved in the illegal exchange of 
European goods for tropical products to evade trade restrictions 
resulting from international conflicts. The essence of this 
contraband trade lay in the need to ameliorate shortages in a 
social way in that it was based on reciprocity (Aizpurua 1987) . 
Four factors were involved in the emergence of the contraband 
trade:
1. Geographic location
2. Scarcity of certain commodities
3. International politics (i.e. wars preventing inter­
national trade)
4. Existence of price wars
There are many reasons why the contraband trade began in the 
Caribbean. It started in the English colonies with the introduc­
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tion of the Navigation Act of 1660, which stipulated that goods 
imported by English colonies had to pass through England where 
duties were levied on them. This ensured that English goods were 
preferred in English colonies, since colonists had to pay more 
for goods from foreign countries (Sheridan 1973:42).
In the Spanish colonies, contraband trading resulted from 
the lack of European commodities and the malfunction of the 
Spanish Trading Company. Venezuela depended on slaves delivered 
by contraband traders to cultivate its cacao plantations. First 
exported in 1607, cacao from Venezuela was the most important 
product in the eighteenth century and was integral to the 
provinces's economy from 1670 to the 1780s (Aizpurua 1987:15). 
The cacao-growing region extended from Maracaibo to Trinidad, an 
area approximately 350 kilometers in longitude and one hundred 
kilometers in latitude. It included the cities of Caracas, 
Valencia, Maracay, and San Felipe. The fertile soil, humidity, 
and nearness to sea made this area the most important cacao 
center of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Cacao from 
Caracas, which was comparatively less bitter and needed less 
sweetening, was especially popular on the European market.
The illicit trade could not have prospered without the 
connivance of Dutch authorities and the cooperation of Spanish 
colonial officials. The governorship of Venezuela was for sale, 
which induced those nominated for the position, usually business­
men, to pursue commercial ventures likely to reclaim their 
investments.
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Curacao and St. Eustatius became centers of the contraband 
trade because they were exchange markets for tropical products 
and European commodities. St. Eustatius started to play an 
important role when the Dutch transported sugar cane from Antigua 
and other British colonies to the island. There it was processed 
and packaged as if a Dutch rather than English product and then 
sold to the English and French. Curacao, of course, functioned
exclusively as a transit port for slaves imported by the W.I.C.
(see Appendix F) and as a staple market where tropical products 
were stored before exportation to Europe (see Appendix G) . 
Tropical commodities were imported in smaller vessels owned by 
local merchants. This trade, known as the kleine vaart. or 
short-haul trade, was conducted in the Spanish West Indies.
Dominated by the local merchants, it was an important pillar of 
Curacao's economy in the eighteenth century, without which the 
arote vaart. or long haul trade, could not have existed (Goslinga 
1985) .
A letter sent to the Heeren X proves that Dutch authorities 
were involved in the illegal trade in the Spanish coast. In 1729 
du Fay asked the Heeren X not to send more slave ships to St. 
Eustatius. Du Fay explained that the W.I.C. would not profit by 
crediting the French colonists or the English from St. 
Christoffer with slaves. He reasoned further that the French
behaved as if they owned St. Eustatius. Since the French were 
aware of the scarcity of provisions on the island and because 
they knew that the W.I.C. would dispatch the slaves at all costs,
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they could bargain for lower prices. Du Fay told the Heeren X 
that Curacao had had bad experiences with the French. He assured 
the Heeren X that he would always credit the Spanish colonists 
with slaves and that negotiations in the Spanish Coast were 
ongoing, especially since the English had difficulty supplying 
the necessary number of slaves.11
International affairs had enormous effect on the contraband 
trade. When England lost the Asiento in 1702, the license was 
transferred to France, which held it for ten years. The loss of 
the Asiento incited the English to become involved in the War of 
the Spanish Succession (Curtis Nettels 1931). According to the 
Asiento, the French provided the Spanish colonies with 4,800 
slaves a year. France, eager to monopolize the West Indies, 
postulated a Bourbon, Phillip d'Anjou, as a candidate for the 
Spanish crown. This further antagonized the English, who retali­
ated by nominating the Archduke Charles for the throne.
The Dutch exploited these conflicts to intensify their own 
trade with Spain. They ignored the prohibition against supplying 
the Spanish Coast with slaves and other goods. The W.I.C. 
imported hundreds of slaves into Curacao and St. Eustatius for 
eventual delivery to the Spanish coast and French and English 
colonies.
UA .R .A . NWIC 579 fo. 455. Papers and letters from Curacao. 
Letter from Du Fay to the Heeren X trying to influence him not to 
send slave ships to St. Eustatius.
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The Company used local merchants for this trade, crediting 
them with slaves to be exchanged for tropical products and cash 
in the Spanish Coast. In order to conduct trade in the Spanish 
Coast, the local merchants needed small vessels that could enter 
Spanish ports unnoticed by the Spanish coastguard. Local Dutch 
authorities relied in part on Jews, who owned most of the trading 
vessels in Curacao. In 1713, the director of Curacao rented 
three W.I.C. barques to local merchants with the intention of 
trading in the lower Spanish Coast. The ships were leased for 
three months at Ps. 350 a month. Of the four merchants who 
rented these vessels, three belonged to the Jewish community 
(Gabriel Levy, M.D. de Crasto, Ferro y Neyra). Hendrik de Wilde 
was the only Dutch merchant.
In the context of the contraband trade, however, the 
shipping business was not always profitable. Ships owned by Jews 
were frequently confiscated by the Spanish coastguard. In 1709, 
thirteen local merchants requested permission from Governor 
Abraham Beck to arm two privateering ships so the merchants could 
defend their ships against French and Spanish coastguards. 
Twelve merchants signed the request; ten of the names signed were 
Jewish: Phillippe Henriques, David Senor, Manuel Alvares Correa, 
Mordechay Namias de Crasto, Elias Parera, Gabriel Levy Abraham 
Henriques Moron, Mordechay Henriques, Abraham and Josua de Pina,
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and Elias de Crasto. The Dutch merchants were Aubin Neau and 
Jacob Kemp.12
Despite these precautions, the pirating of Curacaon ships 
continued. The "de Santa Barbara," owned by the Jew Gabriel 
Levy, was robbed on January 18, 1716, while heading for
Martinique. Levy complained that the seizure was unjustified 
since the ship had not been trafficking in the Spanish ports and 
did not contain any Spanish products. Two days later, on January 
20, the West Indian barque "de Sara," sailed by Abraham Luybregt, 
left Curacao with a cargo of twenty slaves under the directorate 
of Facomo v.d. Westen. In Saint Domingue, the slaves were sold 
to the French assientist. On its way back, to Curacao, the ship 
was the confiscated by Augustin Parsia and Joseph de Lumbre. 
These men had formerly robbed the barque "Aurora," for which no 
compensation was given. On February 18, 1716, the same fate
befell the barque "La Confianza," which was owned by the Jew 
David Lopes Dias and sailed by Pieter Brand under the direction 
of Josua Lopes Henriques. Albert de Sotto confiscated the barque 
as it sailed to French Saint Domingue, near Espaniola.
To make matters worse for Curacaon merchants, the French 
obtained a commission from Spain which allowed them to function 
as coastguards in Spanish territories. This enabled them to 
confiscate all Dutch ships that sailed in Spanish waters, which
12A.R.A NWIC 203 fo. 310-311. Letters and papers from
Curacao containing information and names of local merchants 
asking permission from the W.I.C. to arm privateering ships 
against the Spanish and French.
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seriously impeded Curacao's economy. Curacaon merchants were 
indignant, claiming that the so-called French coastguards were 
merely pirates who had no reason to declare the confiscated goods 
to Spanish authorities. In 1718, local merchants wrote to 
director Jonathan van Beunigen, requesting that he inform the 
States General in Holland about these irregularities in the 
Caribbean.13
From the late seventeenth century onward, in fact, the
States General authorized Curacao's directors to sign letters of
commission allowing local captains to participate in privateering
activities and bring the booty to Curacao (Goslinga 1985). The
archives contained an interesting letter which indicates that a
local captain did engage in privateering.14
This comes to acquaint you by my Lieut.t that I am 
ordered downe by his Excellency Mitford Crowe Esq r 
her Ma j. ties Captain Generali and Governor in Chef e 
of the Island of Barbados, to demand in her Ma j. ties 
of Great Britaines name, the sloope St. James Thomas 
Lashbrook Vp, Comander as also her cargoes, which 
consisted of money and other merchandise to the value 
of twenty six or twenty seven thousand pieces of eight 
belonging to her Maj. ties Subject of the Island of 
Barbados which was feloniously robbd and taken by one 
Cap.t William de Groot Comander of a Briganteene 
belonging to the Island of Curacao under your Govern­
ment, sometime in the month of January last as by 
Severall Depositions and papers appeares. In the 
Alliance and good understanding betweene her Majesty 
of Great Brittaine and the States Generali is so
13A .R .A WIC. 573 (1718) . Papers and letters from Curacao
Complaints of local merchants to the States General concerning 
irregularities in the Caribbean.
14A.R.A. NWIC 203 fo. 396. Letter from the General and
Governor in Chief of Barbados complaining about the capture of an 
English ship by a Curacaon captain.
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sincere and firme, that they will not countenance or 
suffer any of their subjects to committ any injustice 
and irregularity that might occasion any breach or 
difference...
I am fully satisfied, the States Generalle sends no 
minister or governor abroad, but men of honor and 
integrety which makes mee out very mutch confidence on 
your condour and justice, and that you will neither 
protect nor incourage such hainous abuse. If Mr. 
Sisson who was imployed by the owners of the sloope 
and cargoe has had no satisfaction in his demands I 
hope you will not delay in giving itt now.
I would have waited upon your Excellency myself but 
have been very mutch indisposd for severall days past. 
I am fully resolvd to have come with our ship into 
your harbor, especially for such a ship as this under 
my comand that I am with great respect....
Signed A. Hamilton: on board her Maj. ties ship Green­
wich att Curacao November 4, 1709.
THE GUIPUSCOANA COMPANY
Merchants in Spain disapproved of the way Spanish colonists 
conducted their business and in 1728 formed the Guipuscoana 
Company to confiscate the cargo of all foreign ships that traded 
in the Spanish coast. Spanish merchants realized that Spanish 
tropical products were cheaper in other European countries, 
indicating that Spanish planters were trading illegally. Some 
Biscayan merchants proposed that the Spanish king allow them to 
destroy the contraband trade in the Spanish West Indies, provided 
they could supply the colonies with European commodities and 
export Spanish tropical products. The Province of Guipuscoana 
founded the company and annually sent two ships and fifty guns 
manufactured in Spain. The Guipuscoana ships cruised from
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Orinoco to the Rio del la Hacha, seizing ships engaged in con­
traband trade (Southey 1968:266-268).
The emergence of the Guipuscoana Company put Curacaon mer­
chants in a very difficult position. The W.I.C. suffered because 
it could not credit slaves to Spanish planters and because tropi­
cal products were not entering Curacao. The importation of cacao 
and tobacco declined during that period. The South Sea Company, 
which had the Asiento at that time, could not supply the Spanish 
colonies with enough slaves. Du Fay wrote the Heeren X that 
slaves delivered from the "Phenix" were not paid for in bottomry 
bonds because of the prohibition, strictly enforced by the coast­
guards, against trade with Caracas. Du Fay explained that the
coastguards lay hidden along the coast of Caracas, where they had
already captured the "Jacob la Motta," which probably belonged to 
a Jewish merchant, and six other richly laden Curacao barques. 
These confiscations cost Curacaon merchants more than Ps. 60,000
Under the circumstances, the survival of the illegal trade 
depended largely on Spanish planters. Restrictions against 
selling tropical products to the Dutch and English were not 
enforced by Spanish colonial merchants or planters. Because the
Guipuscoana Company demanded a monopoly on all exports from the
Spanish colonies, planters often had to wait several months to 
credit their products to the merchants from their home country. 
This created shortages of cash and commodities. Knowing that 
Dutch and English ships carried European goods, the planters
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disregarded the Guipuscoana Company's prohibitions and engaged in 
trade with the Dutch.
To camouflage this illegal trade, both the Spanish planters 
and Dutch captains feigned sea battles. Curacaon Dutch "pirates" 
would pretend to seize Spanish cacao and then secretly pay the 
planter in gold or European goods (Goslinga 1985:202). Many if 
not all Caracas merchants engaged in these transgressions; 
Caracas shops were known to have been filled with goods exported 
from Curacao (Aizpurua 1987). Spanish colonial authorities went 
so far as to permit a Jewish community, with a synagogue, to be 
established in Tucacas. This community traded with Curacaon 
Jews.
CONFLICTS BETWEEN LOCAL MERCHANTS
Conflicts between members of a society happen everyday, and 
the Jews and Dutch were no exceptions. Jews did not have full 
citizenship in the eighteenth century and therefore could not 
occupy government posts. They did not interfere in politics and 
limited their contacts with the Dutch to commercial matters. 
Jews were well represented in the merchant class, however, and 
participated in the economy to a high degree. Many prominent 
Jewish families in Curacao had large shares in the East India 
Company as well as the West India Company. Curacaon Jews enjoyed 
freedom of religion from the time of their first settlement and 
built their own synagogue and cemetery in 1674.
When conflicts with the Dutch or other problems arose,
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Jewish merchants received support and guidance from the Jewish 
nation. The founders of the Jewish nation proclaimed "Reso­
lutions of Hascamoth" to guide the behavior of all Jews. Viola­
tion of these guidelines resulted in excommunication and the 
subsequent loss of protection by the Parnassim. The "Herem," or 
excommunication, functioned as a powerful disciplinary tool in 
the absence of a police authority. Excommunicants were not 
entitled to a "rogativa," a special prayer offered in the 
synagogue for the seriously ill. No money could be distributed 
to the poor for the sake of their recovery (Emmanuel 1957:59). 
In the event of their death,' their bodies could not be washed in 
their homes and they were denied the sacraments, especially 
burial with religious services.
On many occasions, the Parnassim intervened in quarrels 
between Jewish and Dutch merchants. The Jewish nation did not 
always deal with sympathetic or cooperative governors. Pedro van 
Collen, for example, was hostile toward Jewish merchants. In 
such cases, Jews could appeal to the Parnassim in their mother 
community in Amsterdam for support.
Conflicts between Dutch and Jewish merchants were charac­
teristic of commercial competition in the eighteenth century. 
Jewish merchants represented a threat to Dutch merchants because 
they comprised a larger percentage of Curacaon traders. In 1727, 
the Parnassim ordered all Jewish merchants to cease trade negoti­
ations with two Dutch merchants as a sanction against the Dutch 
because blasphemies were uttered against the Jews. Actually,
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negotiations were stopped to prevent fraudulent activities 
against the Jews. Dutch merchants reacted by complaining to the 
governor, who appealed to the Parnassim to lift the boycott. The 
Parnassim complied by ordering Jewish merchants to resume busi­
ness with the Dutch.15
15A.R.A NWIC 587 (1727) . Papers and letters from Curacao.
Boycott of local merchants against the Dutch merchants.
CHAPTER THREE
ANALYSIS: ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES 
OF DUTCH AND JEWISH MERCHANTS
Bennett's (1969) model of adaptive strategies is useful for 
analyzing the ways in which Jewish and Dutch merchants who co­
existing in an economic-ecological setting variously manipulated 
Curacao's natural and social resources. A horizontal criterion 
(Kandle 1985) distinguished the Dutch and the Jews, the former 
serving as civil servants, the latter mostly as merchants. A 
distinction also existed between High Protestants, who occupied 
military and government posts, and Low Protestants, who worked as 
artisans and seamen. The Jews, denied full citizenship until 
1825, could only engage in trade or agriculture. As merchants, 
however, they achieved an aristocratic status second only to that 
of the High Protestants (Romer 1981:33).
Jewish domination of commerce is reflected in the pre­
dominance of Jewish names among the signatures on eighteenth- 
century petitions. In 1711, when the French assientist Jean 
Chourio requested permission from local authorities to use 
Curacaon merchants, signatures on his petition included twenty-
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five Jewish names.16 Jewis merchants became more successful by 
relating cultural patterns to economic needs. They used fictive 
kinship networks to trade with countries with Jewish communities 
and also conducted business with genuine kinsmen, which guaran­
teed loyalty in business transactions. Jews practiced endogamy, 
thus preventing the dispersion of their wealth. The Hascamoth 
served as a disciplinary tool that united the Jewish community 
and consolidated its power.
Although the Jews were a minority group, they were able to 
manipulate social resources to retain economic power. Whenever a 
conflict arose between Jewish and Dutch merchants, the Jews could 
apply either to the local Parnassim or to their mother community 
in Amsterdam to intervene on their behalf. United as a nation, 
the Jews were able to increase and consolidate their wealth and 
control the means of commerce, i.e. trading vessels and topical 
products.
The Jews, in other words, used their religion as a cohesive 
force. The use of a co-religionist assured better control over 
business and greater loyalty from business associates. A French 
diplomat in Amsterdam explained that the Jews were so successful 
in the seventeenth century because of their cleverness, 
commercial energy, and communal solidarity. The diplomat pointed 
out that the Jews already exerted influence on the stock of the
I6A.R.A. NWIC 204 (1711-1712) . Papers and letters from
Curacao.
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East India Company because of their knowledge of foreign news and 
commerce.
Curacaon Jews maintained commercial ties with Jews in North 
American, Jamaica, Barbados, St. Eustatius, the Spanish colonies, 
Holland, England, and probably the Iberian world (Fortune 1984). 
Jewish commercial connections generally were not formal, pre­
arranged economic organizations, but rather loose bonds between 
cooperative merchants who held common commercial and religious 
tenets. Their profitable legal and illegal business operations 
were facilitated as much by their ability to speak many foreign 
languages as by their dispersion to strategic locations.
Domination of the shipping business enabled Jews to conduct 
business in areas not accessible to the Dutch and probably 
allowed them to make more lucrative deals. Jewish merchants were 
equipped to transport larger cargoes and therefore could exchange 
more European manufactures with the Spanish colonists. In addi­
tion, the Jews may have bought slaves at lower prices from Non- 
Curacaon interlopers. Jews' involvement in other aspects of 
trade suggests that they had large amounts of capital. Curacaon 
Jews were known as insurance underwriters for ships sailing the 
Caribbean, especially Jamaica, Barbados, St. Eustatius, St. 
Thomas, the Spanish West Indies, and North America (Fortune 
1984) .
The Dutch were at a disadvantage in trade with the Spanish 
colonies. The captain of the slave ship "Phenix" sent a letter 
to director du Fay in 1729 requesting permission to credit slaves
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to the Spaniards from Marsenilles (Cuba) and Espaniola. The 
captain also asked du Fay to send someone from Curacao who was an 
expert in this type of negotiation and who spoke Spanish.
Although the documents do not mention any names, it is likely
that the captain referred to a Jew.17
Dutch merchants did use their political power to benefit
their commercial ventures, as illustrated by the contraband 
trade. As described above, the contraband trade ensued after the 
Spanish coast was closed to Dutch ships. For the Dutch, this 
resulted in the loss of a distribution area, the interruption of 
the flow of cash and the ' accumulation of bullion, and price 
increases for tropical staples which then had to be gotten from 
rival European countries. Without the establishment of a con­
traband trade and, more importantly, its condonation by Dutch 
authorities, the Dutch would have had to withdraw from the mer­
cantile system.18
Additional proof that local authorities were involved in the 
slave trade is found in a placard, written by provisional 
Curacaon director Jeremias van Collen in 1710, which prohibited 
the exchange of contraband goods and ammunition with neutral or 
English ships without sufficient guarantee that these goods would 
not reach the enemy (Schiltkamp 1978:104-05).
17A.R.A. NWIC 579 fo. 455. Papers and letters from Curacao.
18A.R.A. NWIC 579 fo. 455. Papers and letters from Curacao. 
Involvement of local authorities in the contraband trade.
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From now on during these days of war no wares of 
contraband and war ammunition consisting of canvas, 
rigging, gunpowder, plummet, artillery and anchors 
which are sold here on this island to foreigners and 
loaded into ships for transportation to neutral, are 
allowed to be exchanged unless there is sufficient 
guaranty offered by the shipper or shipowner that the 
above mentioned wares ammunition and contraband wares 
will not get into the hands of the enemy.19
19Broad translation of the placard done by the author.
CHAPTER FOUR
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, one could say that both Dutch and Jewish mer­
chants responded to the needs and demands of the European 
market. They functioned within the same general economic con­
text : the commercial economy of Curacao, which was integrated
into the eighteenth-century mercantile system. The difference 
between the two groups occurred because they concentrated on 
separate areas of the market while using different adaptive 
strategies. The Dutch dominated the slave trade and the tobacco 
market and gained advantages by assuming both political positions 
and commercial functions. Jewish merchants combined certain 
cultural patterns with economic needs to establish themselves as 
the dominant group in the merchant class.
The Jews were organized in family businesses with permanent 
representatives in Holland, Curacao, North and South America and 
other West Indian colonies. This strategy could be compared with 
present day multinational concerns which have intra-firm trading 
as their main type of trade. The Jews prospered by combining 
merchant functions and fictive kinship networks based on 
religion, which gave them economic power that, transcended geo-
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graphical boundaries. Moreover, their wealth and knowledge of 
Spanish contributed to success.
Given that the Africans on Curacao hardly participated at
all in the island's economic system, it is not surprising that
the documents contained few data concerning them. Future
research is needed to explore the degree of participation of 
Africans and the kinds of resources they controlled in eigh­
teenth-century Curacao. This would contribute greatly to the
cultural and economic history of Curacao, particularly since the 
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OAC 796 I f .79
Inventory of goods unloaded from the brigantine ' de Jonge Danielf
captain Jan Bontekoe, exported from Holland on requisition of
Daniel Moreno Henriques joint proprietor of above mentioned 
Brigantine.
Note: This document is incomplete, part of it has just
de s int egrat ed.
The cargoes:
A case with the following goods:
3 quart pound nails 
10 ell diced? fabric
2 pcs. gingham (yard dyed plain waved cotton fabric)
4 pcs. flowered cotton 
1 pair cuffs
9 ell striped fabric
4 pairs of woolen socks 
4 pcs. smirnese stripes 
4 sil caps
10 1/2 pounds sewing silk
1 pound black double ;armozijn' ribbon 
52 ell violet ribbon
4 pcs. variegated ribbon 
7 rolls ribbon
3 1/2 striped silk ribbon 
6 dozen palm-wood combs
2 1/1 dozen palm-wood combs 
1 case containing:
20 enema syringe 
24 dozen palm-wood combs 
20 dozen horn combs 
1 casket with 75 dozen jack-knives 
1 barrel containing:
30 pcs. fabric with striped design 
45 gross (haare) buttons 
24 pounds senna leaves 
52 ell diced fabric
3 dozen woolen socks 
1 case with 5 santos?




1 case with the following articles:
27 white and black coarse hats 
18 dozens playing cards 
6 pounds enamel
20 bunch pennetandstookers? (penholders?) 
42 bunch nibbs and covers 
1 barrel slootenvol? (picklock)
1 barrel containing 97 dozen knives 
10 butts corn spirit




Day register of incoming and outgoing ships in the harbour of 
Curacao in month of November 1729.
Nov. 2 Johannes Bode, captain of ship deBon Avontuure leaving
for the Coast of Caracas.
Nov. 3 Johannse de Bruyn, captain of ship de Laarburg Gaily
leaving for Holland.
Thomas Hunt, captain of the barque de Vrintschap, 
leaving for New York.
Nov. 4 Michiel Engel, captain of the barque de Abigael
leaving for Tucacas.
Anthony Claasz, captain of ship d' Elizabeth' coming
from Bonaire with salted fish.
J. Brishon, captain of the ship La Belle Sara coming 
from Martenique with sugar - kiltum - dry goods.
Evert Franken, captain of the barque de Jonge Alida 
leaving for St. Thomas.
Nov. 6 Jonathan Mario, captain of de Zeeblom coming from St.
Christoffel with maderawine- meat- fish- hammocks.
Francois Reneau, captain of the barque de Postiljon
leaving for Guadeloupe.
Gerbrant Pranger, captain of the ship de Jonge Abraham 
from Holland with cargoes.
Anthony Bentuur, captain of the ship de Kloop, coming 










8 Joseph Ochoa, captain of the barque Nuestra Sra. Del
Carmijn leaving for La Guaira.
George White, captain of the ship Prins Frederik, 
coming from Antiqua with kiltum.
Lancelot Lake, captain of the San Juan, coming from 
Sto. Domingo with indigo- brandy- drygoods.
Teuze Vi jo, captain of La aria, coming from Sto. 
Domingo with indigo- tobacco.
9 Robert Theobalds, captain of the barque the 2 Susters
going to New York.
I. Daele, captain of de Diamant, coming from Jamaica 
with flour tar.
Thomas Somers, captain of 'Coezar' coming from Tucacas 
with kiltum and tobacco.
10 Albert de Ruyter, captain of ship de Tombago from
Holland with piece -goods.
Pieter Andries Turp, captain of Galliarda coming from 
Tucacas with timber.
Goyeret, captain of La Mariana coming from Martenique 
with meat sugar, -kiltum-brandy.
Cornelis Raven captain from the Paques boat coming 
from the bight of Maracaibo with logwood- pelts and 
grease.
11 Thomas Somers, captain of the barque de Casar leaving
fro St. Christoffel.
Thomas Porter, captain of the barque Levina leaving 
for the Coast of Caraca.
12 Cornels Raven, captain of the Paques-bpat coming from
John Outerbridg, captain of the Charmey coming from 
St. Christoffel with meat- kiltum











12. Juan de Lemos, captain of Juan de Lemos coming from
Sto. Domingo with cinnamon- sniff
Francois Paradies, captain of Maria Catharina coming 
from French St. Domingue with sugar- kiltum- brandy- 
indigo .
Guillot, captain of L'Amable Maria leaving to
Martenique
Lowie Contie, captain of Maria Galant leaivng for
Martenique.
Arends den Uyl, captain of barque Elisabeth leaving 
for Rocus.
13 Gonnet, captain of the barque 'a Dauphin, leaving for
french Saint Domingo.
Johannes Bode, captain of Bon Avontuure coining from
Tucacas with firewood.
14 Juan de Lemos, captain of the barque de Juan deLemos 
leaving for Coro.
Andries Blom, captain of Juffr. Sandering coming from 
Rocus with turtles.
Thomas Bouwling, captain of the ship the Egell coming 
from St. Christoffel with meat- wine-butter-sugar.
A. Junny, captain of the Hyfrondel coming from 
Martenique with meat- brndy- kiltum- dry goods.
15 Willem Beesdin captain of the barque de Ellen leaving 
fro Rocus
16 Jan Ooyman, captain of the Hoop, leaving for the Coast 
of Caracas
17 Jan Jonassen, captain of the barque de Wakende Boey 
coming from Tucacas with cacao and tobacco.
J. Conqueret, captain of the Le Content coming from 






18 Kirmabon, captain of the barque de Series coming from 
Guadeloupe with sugar and kiltum.
William Daves, captain of the Catharina coming from 
St. Thomas with meat- sugar- candles- firewood.
Andries Blom captain of the barque de Sandarina 
leaving to the Coast of Caracas.
Antony Bentuur, captain of the Hoop, leaving for 
Rocus.
Benjamain Butterfield captain of the barque de Voos 
leaving for Jamaica.
19 Samuel Stuyling captain of the 2 confrere of Tucacas 
carrying cotton and tobacco
Pieter A. Turp, captain of the Galliarda leaving for 
the Coast of Caracas.
Jan Jonassen, captain of the 'Wakende Boey, leaving 
for Tucacas.
APPENDIX E
W.I.C. 577 (1722-1724) fo.605
Notice of import-duty paid to the Chartered West Indian Company for 
imported or exported goods from January 1723 till June 1723.
Jan. 6 The barque 'LaFleur de Lamer', shipper Francois Visbert from 
St. Louis to himself.
26385 lb. brown sugar Ps. 72544 a 2%




24 barrels flour 
6 barrels flour 
damaged 












Ps. 168.-.- a 4%
90 bushel mais Ps. 45.-.-
36.1
Ps. 81.1.- a 2%
Lourens de Mev 
18 bushel mais 
757 lb brown sugar
Ps. 9.-.-
20.7.-













W.I.C. 577 (1722-1725) fo.605 
Gabriel L e w
287 lb. cotton Ps. 35.7.- a 2% Ps. 5.4
Brethauer & Barner 
359 lb. cotton Ps. 44.7.- a 2% Ps. 7.1
Jan. 12 The barque St. Antonie, shipper Juan de Lemos van St. 
Domingo
David Lopes Dias
3910 lb. hides damages Ps. 122.2.-
427 bushel mais 213.4.-
167 lb. leaf tobacco 137.2.-
76 lb. caret 76.-.-
Ps. 425.5.- a 2% Ps. 8.4.-
Jan. 14 The barque de Anna ,shipper Daniel Porter for:
Theophile Riike
1 horse Ps.. 4. -. -
Jan. 18 The barque de coaid Stream, shipper John Semper for himself:
John Semper
24 mules a 4% Ps. 96.-.-
Jan. 2 6 The barque de Overplus, shipper Mansfield Lucker from
Bermudes for:
Mansfild Lucker
1432 bushel mais Ps. 716.-.- a 2% Ps. 14.3.-
Jan. 27 The barque Maria en Francisco, shipper Wille, Guildbert from
Anguila, for himself:
Willem Guilbert
6385 lb yams Ps. 63.7.- a 2% Ps. 1.2.-
The barque Kind David, shipper Willem Craneveld for:
Ferro y Nevra
import of 3 negro-girls Ps. Ps. 65.-.-
export of the three negro-girls 5.-.-
Ps. 65.-.-
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The Barque Margaritha, shipper Goule from Barbados for:
Jan Ellis
4 barrels butter Ps. 20.-.- a 8% Ps. 1.5.-
9 barrels bacon 71.-.-
28 barrels meat 168.-.-
Ps. 240.-.- a 4% Ps. 9.5.-
1704 bushel mais Ps. 862.-.- a 2% Ps. 17.-.-
Jan. 29 The barque Infr. Lea, shipper Anthony Middelcoop from St. 
Domingo for:
Elio Gilbert
17 680 lb. brown sugar Ps. 486.2.-
72 bushel mais 35.-.-
Ps. 522.2.- a 2% Ps. 10.4.-
The barque Tranquardina, shipper Pierre Boeserum from St. 
Domingo for:
Ms. Clara Catharina Kerkrink 
68480 lb. brown sugar Ps. 1883.2.-
6826 lb. ditto 273.-.-
Ps. 2157.2.- a 2% Ps. 43.1.-
for:
Doumev
1006 lb. Indigo Ps. 628.6.- a 2% Ps. 12.5.-
for:
Pierre Boeserum
1152 lb. brown sugar Ps. 31.6.- a 2% Ps. -.5.-
Febr. 1 The barque de Paradix, shipper James Davis from Nevis for: 
Aron Cohen
311 gallon tar Ps. 116.6.- a 8% Ps. 9.3.-
44 barrels meat 264.-.- a 4% 10.5.-
Ps. 20.-
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Febr. 2 The barque Maria, shipper David Bassalt from Nevis for:
Jan Ellis
70 barrels flour Ps. 420.-.-
14 barrels butter 70.-.-
Ps. 490.-.- a 8% Ps. 39.2.-
46 barrel meat Ps. 276.-.-
2 half barrel bacon 8.-.-
Ps. 284.-.- a 4% Ps. 11.3.-
Febr. 5 The barque t. Jerome, shipper F. Cartra from St. Domingo
for:
Brethauer and Barner
2420 gallon tar Ps. 907.4.-
81 containers candles 155.-.-
Febr. 5 The barque St. Jerome, shipper F. Cartra from St. Domingo
for:
Brethauer and Barner
7592 lb. sugar Ps. 379.5.-
17502 lb. brown sugar 481.3
1764 lb. indigo 1102.4
Ps. 1963.3.- a 2% Ps. 39.2.
The Barque de Achterstand for Benito Lagos 
Benito Lagos
635 lb. indigo Ps. 396.1 a 2% Ps. 8.-
The Barque Pieter, shipper Middelton Billor for:
Abraham Ulloa
4 barrels butter Ps. 20.-.
7 bushel peas 7.0.
Ps.
10 half barrel meat Ps.
96 lb. grease
27.-. a 8% Ps. 2.1.
30.-. a 4% Ps. 1.2.
8.- a 8% Ps. -.1
Ps. 3.4.
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Isacq Lamont
Isacq Lamont and Willem Heldewier 
309 barrel flour Ps. 2364.-
14 barrel bread 70.-.
8 half barrel bread 20.-
105 bushel peas 105.-
12 barrel butter 60.-
Ps. 2619.- a 8% Ps. 209.4
30 barrels meat Ps. 108.-
13 barrels bacon 104.-
2 barrels ham 24.-
Ps. 308.- a 4% Ps. 12.3.
Hendrik de Wit and Co.
30 pcs. coarse
Dutch linnen and 3 pcs
low quality velvet' Ps. 166.5 a
Febr. 8 The barque de Jan, shipper
himself:
James Bone
15985 lb. lignum vitae Ps. 60.-
59 bushel mais 29.4
7126 lb. yams 71.2
122 lb. cassave 5.1
281 lb. cotton 35.1
Ps. 13.3
Ps. 200.7 a 2% Ps. 4.-
Febr. 9 Barque Stephen and Catharina, shipper Charles Abraham from 
Christoffel
Charles Abraham
4 1/2 butts madera wine Ps. 180.- a 8% Ps. 14.3.
Febr. 16 The Barque Falcon, shipper John Pecombe from Dublin for:
Isaaq L e w  Maduro and David de Crasto
99 barrels butter Ps. 4 95.-
40 cabinet candles 200.-.
14 pcs. bombarijne (?) 28.-
Ps. 723.- a 8% Ps. 57.7
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400 barrels meat Ps. 2400.-
325 half barrel meat 973.-
11 half sorijsen (?) 66.-
3 barrels tuna 18.-
Ps. 3459.- a 4% Ps. 138.3.
4186 lb. grease Ps. 348.7 a 2% 7.-
Ps. 203.2
The Barque de Hananey, shipper Burger Surkens from New York for: 
Harmen Craneveld
4 barrels bread Ps. 10.-
28 bushel peas 28.-
2 barrel bread 20.-
1 cabinet candles 5.-
16 barrels wine 32.-
Ps. 85.- a 8%
12 barrel meat Ps 72.- a 4%
564 bushel mais Ps. 282.-
8 oaken boards Ps. 8.-
Ps. 290.- a 2%
Buraer Surkos
8 butts madera wine Ps . 320 . -» a 8%
Febr . 17 The Barque Maria , shipper Jan Tomel for:
Mathiis Exteen
3 negros slaves









1988 lb. cotton Ps. 248.4 a 2% Ps. 5.-
Febr. 18 ' Barque de Spion, shipper Benjamin Butterfild from Virginia .
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Buraer Surkos 
67 bushel beans 
15 barrel bacon 
10 hoghead bacon
Ps 67.- a 8% 
120.- 
16.-
Ps. 136.- a 4%




Ps. 705.4 a 2%
Febr. 19 The Barque de Ruby, shipper Pieter
Beniamin and Samuel de Casseres 






Ps. 1035.- a 8%
12 barrel bacon 
4 barrel ham 






























Ps. 305.- a Ps. 24.3
Jacob Lopes Fonseca 
2 barrel grease Ps . 5.7 a 2% Ps. -1.
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Harmen Craneveld
46 barrel flour Ps. 276.-
20 half barrel flour 60.-
22 barrel bread 110.-
8 half barrel bread 20.-
2 barrel butter 10.-
7 cabinet candles 35.-
Ps. 511.- a 8% Ps. 40.7
Febr. 19 The Barque de Ruby, shipper Pieer Louw from New York for:
Jan Huoolenskv
4 barrel flour Ps. 24.- a 8% Ps. 1.7
Floris v . Taarlinq
32 barrel flour Ps. 192.- a 8% Ps. 15.3
Abraham Moli a
half barrel meat Ps. • 3.- a 4% Ps. 1.-
Gerrit Striddels
16 barrel meat Ps. 96.- a 4% Ps. 3.9
Jacob Israel Mello
2 barrel butter Ps. 10.- a 8% Ps. -.8
Febr. 23 The Barque de Vonshem, shipper Willem Marten Dale from St. 
Christoffel
Jan Ellis
19 barrel butter Ps. 95.-
600 lb. salt fish 12.-
Ps. 107.-
560 gallons kiltum Ps. 210.-
197 lb. tin-ware 61.4
Ps. 378.5 a 8% Ps. 30.2
70 barrel meat 410.- a 4% Ps. 16.6
388 lb. cotton Ps. 48.4
5601 lb. brown sugar 154.-
Ps. 202.4 a 2% Ps. 4.-
Ps. 51.-
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Febr. 24 The Barque de Recovery, shipper Willem Lette from Antigua 
for himself:
Willem Lette
532 gallon kiltum Ps. 199.4
butt madera wine 40.-
Ps. 239.4 a 8% Ps. 19.1
80 barrel meat 480.- a 4% 19.2
3978 lb. cottom Ps. 497.-
4647 lb. yams 46.4
Ps. 543.6 a  2% Ps. 10.7
Ps. 49.2
Febr. 25 The Barque de Pieter, shipper Middelton Billop for:
Isacq Lamont and Willem Heldewier
APPENDIX F
SLAVE LIST 
W.I.C. 571 (1714-171 ) fo.550
Public sale of some sick negro-slaves to be paid on four weeks 
notice either in cash or by means of bodemary letters on the West 

































Jan D. den Oude






































































W.I.C. 571 (1714-17 ) fo.741
Public sale of sick slaves, aunctioned on October 20, 1714;
transported by the slave ship 'de Queen Esther', to be paid 
within four weeks notice either in cash or by means of bodemary 








Ferro y Neyra 80.-.-
Jonthan v. Beuningen 60.-.-
Pierre Gardena 75.-.-










David Lopes Dias 60.-.-
Ferro y Neyra 71.-.-





David Lopes Dias 60.-.-
Isaac Senior 72.-.-
J. v. Beuningen 58.-.-
Frederik Loon 65.4.-
Ellie Gillebert 50.-.-





















Ferro y Neyra 86.-.-
W. J. v. Nimwegen 56.-.-
Raphael Rodrigues 81.-.-
Gabriel Levy 65.-.-
Ferro y Neyra 85.4.-
H. v. Beuningen 71.4.-






P . Gardier 65.-.-
Benjamin Jeserun 61.-.-






Willem de Bey 51.-.-
Wilhelmina v. Engelen 75.-.-


































David Lopes Dias 62.-
Pierre Gardier 62.-





Female Slave and Suckling Pesos









Ferro y Neyra 82.-
Pierre Gardier 55.-
J. v. Beuningen 55.-
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W.I.C. 573 (1718) fo. 517
Public sale of sick slaves to be apid on two months notice either 


























Manuel Vas Nunes 
Jan Martin 
David de Crasto 
Jan Martin
C. v. Steekelenburg 
David a. Cardoso 
Willem Vermeulen 



































































Pieter Quand: woman and boy
Pieter Beekman
Benjamin Jeserun
















































































































Ferro y Neyra 
David de Pas 
Richard Harris

































David Aboab Cardoso 14.-.-
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W.I.C. 579 (1728-1730) 27 August 1728
Public sale of negro-slaves to the highest bidder, unloaded on 
the Island Curacao by the West Indian Company ship 'Groot 
Bentveld', captain Andries Graan. To be paid on three months 
notice either in cash or in bodemary letter a 49 St. per peso.
Neqro-Man Pesos
David Senior & Zn 91.- -
Corn. v. Steekelenburg 100.- -
Corn. v. Steekelenburg 97.4 -
Anthony de Campos 113.- -
Anthonio Rubio 77.- -
David Senior & Zn. 51.- -
Augustin de Quebedo 60.- -
Wid. Ch. Boom 46.4 -
Hendrik Hook 36.- -
Nathaniel Ellis 55.4 -
Josua Henriquez 45.- -
Poppo (?) 32.4 -
Abraham Boom Veeris 20.- -
Gerrit Pieters 15.- -
Hermanus Stork 17.4 -
Patrik Maguer 62.- -
David Senior & Sons 71.- -
Widow M. Henriquez 87.4 -
Ferro Y Neyra 90.- -
Claas Schotburgh 100.- -
Ferro y Neyra 96.- -
Benjamin de Chaves 71.- -
Wm. v. Uytregt 83.4 -
Jan Hendrik Bislick 72.- -
Philippo Alberado 78.- -
Augusten Quebedo 80.4 -
Antonio de Campos 73.4 -
G . Beems 99.4 -
Isacq Levy 66.4 -
David V. Isacq Senior 80.0 -
Ferro y Neyra 92.- -
Hans Helwigh 106.4 -
Willem Vermeulen 109.- -
Philippo Alberado 90.- -
Willem Vermeulen 109.4 -
Willem v. Uytregt 92.- -
Borges de Chirenos 91.- -
Gerrit Nieuwkerk 70.4 -
Juan Schuurman 60.- -
Nathaaniel Ellis 57.- -
Wid. Ch. Boom 32.- -






Adriaan Hasmijn 4 9.-
Claas Schotburgh 68.-
Abraham Maduro 7 9.4
Ferro y Neyra 90.-
Adriana Lipman 82.-







Isacq Levy Maduro 84.-
Ferro y Neyra 78.-
Isacq Marchena 61.4
Abm. Mendes de Castro 63.-
Grgorius Beems 100.4
Neqro-Woman Pesos
Ferro y Neira 71.-
Antoriio Rubio 106.-
Cornelis v. Stekelenburg 95.-
David Soorbeek 120.-
Widow Penso 115.4
Augustin de Quebedo 70.-











Widow Mord. Henriques 62.4
Hans Jansen 75.4
Jan Hendrik Bislick 78.4
Negro Man Pesos
Moses V. Is. Touro 38.4
Nathaniel Ellis 60.-
Jacob Berny 1.2






J, Hendrik Rislick 55.-
C. Adriaansz 52.-
Willem Uytrecht 50.4
Widow Mord. Henriquez 53.4
Claas Schotburgh 60.-
Abraham de Pina 32 . -
Isacq Marchena 4 6.4
Samuel Barius 23.-
David Senior & Zn. 104.4
David Senior & Zn. 103.-
Willem v. Uytregt 112.-
Willem v. Uytregt 104.4
Mordechay Senior 92.-
Jan Kock 93.4
Borges de Chirenos 81.4
Antonio Rulio 70.-
Philippo Alberado 99.-
Ferro y Neyra 79.-
Isacq Levy Maduro 77.4
Willem v. Uytregt 90.-
Wid. Jonas ZOmer 40.4
Jan Hendrik Bislick 52.4
Jan Hendrik Bislick 30.4
Fred Roos 30.4
Ad. Rasmijn 70.4









August de Quebedo 97.-
Willem v. Uytregt 102.-
Willem v. Uytregt 113.4
Antonio Rubio 101.4
David Senior & Zn. 101.4
David Senior & Zn. 67.-
David Senior & Zn. 76.-
Widower Jacob Scholten 130.4
Ferro y Neyra 77.-
Ferro y Neyra 62.4
Jan Ellis 102.4
Ferro y Neyra 57.-
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Necrro-Man Pesos




Lourens de Mey 52.4.-
Ab. de Pina 47.-.-
Willem v. Uytregt 105.-.-











Borges de Chirenos 93.4.-
Isacq Penso 88.-.-








Antoni de Campos 80.4.-
Salomon Senior 76.4.-
N. Ellis 89.-.-
I. & Moses Penso 93.-.-
M. Van Israel Maduro 86.4.-





Ab. de Pina 41.-.-
Willem v. Uytregt 61.-.-
Widow Beys 77.-.-
Augustin Quebedo 101.-.-
Wm. v. Uytregt 110.-.-
Wm. v. Uytregt 131.4.-
Borges de Chirenos 94.-.-










J. H. Bislick 63.-.-
Ph. Alberado 90.4.-
Antonio de Campos 91.-.-
Poppo (?) 54.4.-
Willem Vermeulen 87.4.-







Antonio de Campos 90.-.-
I. & Moses Penso 87.-.-
Abraham Maduro 81.-.-
Philippo Alberado 81.-.-
David Senior & Zn. 75.4.-
J. P. Brugman 78.4.-
Wm. Van Uytregt 100.-.-
Hendrik Kuys 121.4.-
Augustin de Quebedo 94.-.-
Eliaa Parera 108.4.-
Widow H. de Wilde 108.4.-






Abm. de Pena 74.-.-
Philippo Alberado 87.-.-




Antonio de Campos 82.-.-
Abm. de Pina 67.4.-
Pieter A. Turp 50.4.-
Philippo Alberado 77.-.-
Augestin de Quebedo 110.4.-
Widow H. de Wilde 120.-.-
Augusten de Quebedo 85.4.-
Borges de Cherenos 86.4.-
David Senior & Zn. 85.4-
Willem Vermeulen 102.-.-





David Senior & Zn. 87.4
Willem Vermeulen 102.-
Borges de Cherenos 97.4
Willem Lackrin 110.-








Antonio de Campos 101.4
Widow Hendrik de Wilde 113.4
Philippo Alberado 75.-
Antonio de Neyra 129.7
J. v. Collen 96.-
Pieter Claassen 93.
Widow H. de Wilde 108.4
Pieter de Mey 97.4
I. & Moses Penso 80.-
Raphael Correa 90.-
I. & Moses Penso 70.-




Augusten de Quebedo 88.4
Antonio Rubio 64.4
Antonio de Meyra 93.4
Jacob Saus 108.4
Antonio de Campos 82.-
I. & M. Penso 86.4
I. & M. Penso 86.4
I. & M. Penso 80.4
Willem Vermeulen 114.-
Jasper Severijn 110.-
Widow H. de Wilde 105.4
Abm. Boom Veeris 85.-
Borges de Cherenos 97.4
Wm. Vermeulen 102.-
Cornelis Scheltus 96.4
David Senior & Zn. 74.-
Philippo Alberado 80.-
Pieter de Mey 93.-
David Senior & Zn. 79.4
M. Bararne 101.-
Jan Paul Brugman 80.-
Phillippo Alberado 81.4




David Sr. & Zn. 80.-
David Sr. & Zn. 90.-
Juan Schuurman 100.4
Moses Alvares Correa 90.-
Augusten de Quebedo 81.4
Manuel Levy 89.-
David Senior & Zn. 86.-
Hendrik Plier 91.-
Augusten de Quebedo 81.4
Borges de Chirenos 61.-
Gerard Lubke 104.-
Is. & Moses Penso 85.-
Elias Parera . 111.4
Borges de. Chirenos 97.-
Willem Vermeulen 120.-
Daniel Welhuys 100.-
Antonio de Campos 101.4
Nathaniel Ellis 92.-
Raphael Correa 87.4
Ferro y Neyra 100.-






Antonio de Campos 100.-










Ferro y Neyra 80.4
Ferro y Neyra 99.4
Antonio Rubio 100.4
Abm. de Chaves 106.-
I. & Moses Penso 97.4
Ferro y Neyra 91.-
Jacob Andrade 88.-
Gerard Lupke 92.-
Borges de Chirenos 105.4
Jan Lasiere 91.-
Hendrik Plier 97.-
David Sr. & Zn. 80.-
Jannes Houtvat 90.4
99
Augusten de Quebedo 86.4




Antonio de Campos 101.-
Claas Reynink 100.-
Borges de Chirenos 80.-
Jan Ellis 100.4




J. v. Collen 120.-
Jacob Andrade 107.-
Ferro y Neyra 96.-
Philip Webb 93.4
Widow J. Stuylingh 102.4







Pieter de Mey 115.-
Antonio Rubio 80.-
Borges de Chirenos 80.-
Widow H. de Wilde 112.4
David v. I. Senior 107.4
Benjamin L. Henriques 105.4
Widow Everet 100.4
Borges de Chirenos 103.4













Ferro y Neyra 100.-
Borges de Chirenos 105.4





Lourens de Mey 110.-
NathanielEllis 112.-
Antonio Rubio 96.-
Augusten de Quebedo 100.-
David Senior & Zn. 92.4
David Cohn 116.4
Abraham Mendes de Castro 107.-
Augusten de Quebedo 110.-




I. & M. Penso 100.-
David Cohen 138.-
David de Crasto 119.-
Widow I. Croes 98.-
David Senior & Zn. 100.-











Ferro y Neyra' 95.-
Antonio de Campos 88.-
Hendrik Diedeloff 89.4
Willem Craneveld 100.4
Ferro y Neyra 110.4
Bernard Schagen 119.4
Augusten de Quebedo 115.-




Jan W. Thisingh 100.4
Antonio Rubio 122.4
Ferro y Neyra 99.4
Pieter Specht 130.-
Philippo Alberado 121.4











J. Ellis Danielsoon 130.4.-




Pieter C. de Witt 127.4.-
Juan Fernandua 104.-.-
Poulus Pieters 120.4.-
Jeremias du Bernard 111.-.-
P . Van Namen 130.-.-
Widow Coeyers 120.-.-
Widow Hendrik de Wilde 140.4.-
Widow Hendrik de Wilde 125.4.-
Paul Prins 110.-.-
Hendrik Wijnbergen 130.4.-
Pieter A. den Uyl 126.-.-
Ch. Raphoen 123.-.-
Joseph de Saralle 128.-.-
Ch. Raphoen 120.4.-




Willem v. Uytregt 130.4.-
Girl Slaves Pesos
Abigenes de Wilde 145.5.-
Jan Kock 131.4.-
Hendrik Boode 124.4.-
Widow Jan Plier 130.-.-
David de Castro & Co. 114.4.-
Juan Fernandua 125.-.-
David v. I. Senior 119.4.-
Bov Slaves Pesos
David v. I. Senior 115.4.-
Nicolaas de Penijn 122.-.-
David v. I. Senior 115.4.-
Philippo Alberado 95.-.-
Daivd de Crasto & Co. 95.-.-
Ebbe Wijmer 105.4.-





















David v. I. Senior 100.4.-
Nicolaas de Penijn 122.-.-
David v. I. Senior 100.4.-
Van Bambergen 116.4.-
Paul Prins 117.4.-
I. & M. Penso 109.-.-
Widow Medina 104.4.-
David v. Is. Senior 105.-.-
Jan Kock 109.-.-
David de Crasto 90.-.-
Nearoman
David Senior & Zn. 61.-.-
Jacob Thielen 61.4.-
Willem Vermeulen 80.4.-










Isaac + Moses Penso 75.-.-
Anthonio Rubio 93.4.-
Jacob Jeserun 63.4.-
Daivd Senior & Zn. 81.-.-
Widow M. Henriques 86.4.-
Antonio de Campos 71.4.-




Issac & Mosses Peso 82.-
Jan Lesiere 100.-
Widow Mordechay Henriq. 85.4
Borges de Chirenos 69.4
Isaacq Penso 71.-
Willem v. Uytrecht 107.-
Isaac Levy Maduro 86.-
Daivd Senior & Zn. 401.4
Antonio de Carpos 95.4
Jan Hendrix 83.-
Willem v. Uytrecht 60.4










Willem v. Uytregt 110.-
Isaac + Moses Penso 80.-
Juan Schuurman 68.-
David Senior & Zn. 95.-
Anthony de Campros 92.-
David Senior & Zn. 85.-
Juan Schuurman . 82.4




Willem v. Uytrgt 110.4
Phillippo Alverado 95.-
David Senior & Zn. 86.-
Gerard Lupke 85.-
Willem v. Uytrecht 107.-
David Senior & Zn. 81.4
Willem v. Uytregt 400.-
Isaac & Moses Penso 60.4
Phillipo Alberado 73.-
Bov Slaves Pes<
Josua Henr. Junior 110.-
David v. Isaac Senior 107.-
David de Crasto & Co. 95.4
Mordechay Maduro 65.4
David v. Isaac Senior 101.-




David de Crasto & Co. 109.4
Philippo Alberado 96.-
Brethauer & Barner 97.-






Brethauer & Barner 100.-
Paulus Sneyden 110.-











Jannes & G. Stuyling 109.4
Antonio de Campos 102.-
Dorges de Chirenos 101.-
Augusten de Quebedo 94.-
Brethauer & Barner 100.5
David v. I. Senior 102.-





Jacob de Leon 111.-
Adriaan Lipman 125.4
Juan Fernandes • 97.-
Salomon Senior 100.-
I. & M. Penso 95.-
Hermanus Stork 113.-
Brethauer & Barner 100.4
Widow Abm. Penso 71.-
I. & M. Penso 80.4
David de Crasto 84.-
J. Fernandus 99.4
Brethauer Barner 97.4
I. & M. Penso 76.4
Jannes & G. Stuyling 104.-





David Senior & Zn. 99.4.-
Ferro y Neyra 102.-.-
Antono de Campos 100.4.-
Is. & M. Penso 94.-.-
Ferro y Neyra 86.-.-
Antonio de Neyra 121.-.-
Antonio de Neyra 108.4.-
Antonio de Neyra 108.4.-
Antonio de Campos 92.-.-
Jan Hendrix 95.-.-
Brethauer & Barner 88.-.-
I. & M. Penso 92.4.-
Antonio Rubio 106.-.-
Ferro y Neyra 100.-.-
Abraham Ulloa 106.4.-
Bernard Schagen 116.-.-






Ferro y Neyra 90.-.-
Daivd v. I. Senior 100.-.-
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W.I.C. 1154 (1724-1729) fo.109
Public sale of slaves transported by the ship Phenix Capt. Jacob 




Manuel de castillo 
David Senior & Zn. 
Isaac Monsanto 
Francisco Moron 
Juan Pedro Brges 
Francisco Garzis 
Isaac & Manuel Penso 
David Senior & Zn. 




Jacob Juda Leon 
Moses Van Maduro 
Moses Van Maduro 
Francisco Moron 
Isacq & Moses Penso 




Manuel de castillo 
Juan Pedro Borges 
Salomon v. Maduro 
Juan Fernandes 
Juan Fernandes 
David A. Cardoso 
Juan Fernandes









































Abraham Alvares Correa 











































Abraham Levy Maduro 
Francisco Garzis 
Diego Camego 
Abraham de Pina 
Francisco Garzis 
Diego Camego 

















Daniel da Costa 
Josua Naar 
Abraham Henriques 
Ferro y Neyra 
Fermin Henriques 
Benjamin Lopes Henriques 
Jacob J. Leon 
Mordechay Maduro
I. & M. Penso 
Joseph I. Touro 
Abm. Levy Maduro 
Benjamin Motta 
Abraham Levy Maduro 
Josua Henriques Junior 
Manuel de Castillo 






















Isaac & Moses Penso 84.-
Benjamin Mota 56.-
David Senior & Zn. 61.4
Salomon Senior 31.-
David Aboab Cardoso 70.4
Isacq & Moses Penso 61.4
Abm. Henriques 50.4
David Ulloa 45.4
Ferro y Neyra 91.4
Manuel de Castillo 90.-
Ferro y Neyra 100.-
Ferro y Neyra 90.4
Francisco Moran 103.-
Abraham Levy Maduro 88.4
Francisco Garzis 80.4
Isaac & Moses Penso 68.4





Ferro y Neyra 100.-
I . & M. Penso 70.4
Jacob Curiel 67.-
Abm. da Costa 59.-
Salomon V. Manduro 15.-
Abm. Levy Maduro 66. —
I. & M. Penso 62.-
I. & M. Penso 57.4
Daniel A. Cardoso 31.4
Daniel A. Cardoso 61.4
Manuel de Castillo 94.-
Francisco Moran 92.-
Manuel da Costa & Co. 110.-
David Senior & Zn. 69.-
Abraham de Pina 60.4
Salomon Senior 20.-
David Senior & Zn. 62.-
Manual de Castillo 68.-
David C. Henriques 54.-
David Senior & Zn. 58.-
David Senior & Zn. 54.4
Isacq & Moses Penso 61.-
David A. Cardoso 95.-
Ferro y Neyra . 95.-
Juan Fernandes 92.-
Ferro y Neyra 106.-




Manuel de Castillo 70.-







Jan de Mey 70.-
Jan Kock 71.4









Brethauer & Barner 100.-
Pieter de Mey 94.4
Brethauer & Barner 94.4
Joseph Jannes 93.-
Brethauer & Barner 77.-
Brethauer & Barner 90.-
Brethauer & Barner 80.-
Brethauer & Barner 71.-
Brethauer & Barner 76.4
Jan Dam 77.-
Brethauer & Barner 85.-
Brethauer & Barner 61.-
Aldert Potty 87.4
Brethauer & Barner 82.-
Brethauer & Barner 78.-













Pieter den Uyl 100.-
Joseph Jannes 40.-






Brethauer & Barner 100.-
Brethauer & Barner 85.4
Pieter Verloo 116.4
Joseph Jannes 80.-
Brethauer & Barner 76.4
Jan Cornelisz 63.4
Brethauer & Barner 68.-
Brethauer & Barner 81.-
Joseph Jannes 83.-
Brethauer & Barner 82.-
Christoffel Raphoen 87.-
Breathauer & Barner 90.-







Brethauer & Barner 65.4
Joseph Jannes 80.-
J. Pedro Borches 75.-
Jacob Vallee 36.-
Jacob Vallee 68.-
Hendrik v. Dijk 86.4
Daniel Wagenaar 62.-
H. & G. Stuylingh 85.-
Iman Raphoen 120.4
Jacobus Pellicorne 100.-
Brethauser & Barner 100.-
Abraham Boom Veeris 101.-
Willem Bel 110.4
Hendrik Bode 110.4
Jacob Vallee • 70.-
Jan Lesire 82.-




Brethauer & Barner 72.-
Brethauer & Barner 83.4
Cornells Bavilar 94.-
Brethauer & Barner 90.-



























Jan A. Kool 127.-
Jan v. 't Coorn 139.-
Joseph Jannes 102.4

















J. & G. Stuylingh 100.-
Paul Prins 112.4
Pieter Legandre 82.4
Jacob de Noye 82.4







Lourens de Mey 
Jan Bontecoe 
Hendrik Plier 

























W.I.C. 579, 15 August 1729
Public sale of slaves to be paid on January 30, 1730 by means of 






Isaac & M. Penso 
Benjamin Jeserun 
Benjamin Chaves 









Josua Henriques Junior 
Josua Henriques Junior 
Mordochay de Crasto 
Selomon Senior 
Josua Henriques Junior 
Jacob de Leon 
Jacob Henriques Moron 
Juan Pedro Borges 
Juan Pedro Borges 
Francisco Polanio 
Francisco Polanio 
David Senior & Zn. 
Widow Abraham Penso 
Abraham Penso 
Daniel Aboab .Cardoso 
Jacob J. Leon 
Moses v. Aron Maduro 
Juan Pedor Borges 
Isacq & Moses Penso 
David Senior & Zn. 
Fermin Henriques 
Jacob Curiel 
Benj. Lopez Henrq. 
Jacob Curiel 
Moses A. Correa 


















































Aron Cohen Rodriques 77.-





David v. Mos. Lusado 45.-





Moses v. Maduro 80.-
Francisco Polanio 91.4














Abm. Jeserun Henriques 76.-
Josua Nar 80.4





Fermin Henriques 7 6.-
Juan Pedro Borches 90.4
Juan Pedro Borches 86.-
Francisco Moron 82.4
Juan Fernandes 81.-
Moses Alvares Correa 90.-
Jacob Curiel • 150.-
Manuel de Castillo 78.4
Josua Nar 62.4
Francisco Moren 81.4
Mordechay Senior 8 6.-
Mordochay Parera 75.-




Manuel de Castillo 83.-
Jusan Pedro Borches 87.-
Juan Pedro Borches 80.-
Isacq Monsanto 73.4
Josua Henriques Jr. 80.-
Jusan Fernandes 85.-
Female Slaves Pesos












Manuel de Castillo 118.4
Francisco Polanio 130.4
Abm. de Campos Parera 123.-
Juan Fernandes 110.-




Cohen Henriques Jr. 139.4








David C. Herniques 117.4
Francisco Garzis 101.4
Manuel de Castillo 118.4





David C. Henriques 120.-
Jacob L. Dias 130.4
Widow Isacq Coutino 131.4







Isacq & Moses Penso 23.-
Isacq & Moses Penso 31.-
I. & Moses Penso 67.-
Abraham Andrade 12 6.4
Francisco Polanio 106.-
Manuel Levy 137.-
Benjamin Lopes Henriques 140.-
Benjamin de Casseres 96.-
Mordochay de Crasto 141.-
Manuel de Castillo 80.4
Abraham Jeserun Henriques 90.4





Benjamin L. Henriq. 90.4
Moses C. Henriques 130.-
I. & M. Penso 54.-
I. & M. Penso 71.'
David Senior & Zn. 42.-
Fermin Henriques 56.-




Manuel de Castillo 132.4
Manuel de Castillo 83.4
Abr. J. Henriques 92.4
David Sr. & Zn. 42.-
Manuel Levy 134.-
Bov Slaves Pesos
David Senior & Zn. 89.4
Jacob Curiel 86.4
Diego Camego 100.4
David Aboab Cardoso 90.4
Benjamin Lopes Henriques 68.4









David de Crasto 86.4
Francisco Garzis 105.4
Ferro y Neyra 138.4
Francisco Moron 93.4
Morchoday de Crasto 70.4




A. Dias Coutino 81.4
Diego Camego 114.-
J. P. Borches 120.-
David Sr. & Zn.
Moses V. A. Maduro 72.-
Jacob St. Cruz 94.4
Francisco Garzis 115.4
Benjamin L. Henriq. 120.-
Francisco Garzis 113.-




jacob de Crasto 90.4
I. & M. Penso 80.4




Juan Paulo da Costa 96.4
Jacob Curiel 80.4
Jacob Henriques Moron 131.-
Juan Paulo de Costa 120.-
Benjamin de Casseres 114.-




David v. Moses Lusado 100.-
Mordochay Parera 90.4
Francisco Moron 85.4
Jacob Moreno Henriques 96.-
Abraham Dias Cotinho 109.4






Mord. Levy Maduro 120.-
Juan Paulo Costa 110.-
J. Paulo da Costa 125.-
David Jeserun 61.-
Juan Fernandes 110.-






Moses v. Maduro 128.4










Isaac & Elias Parera 107.4
119
W.I.C. 314 (1735)
Public sale of negro slaves, transported by the ship
'Steenhuysen' captain Andries Graan. To be paid within two 














V. v. Rissum 46.4.-
G. v. Gorcum -.4.-
Harme Meyer 48.-.-











W. A. Coene 71.-.-




Willem Horst * 60.-.-






J. de Mey 14.-.-
R. V. den Clooster 51.1.-
Willem Dorces 50.-.-
B. Jansen 27.4.-










J. W. Vermeulen 30.-
Alex de Lange 20.-








Hendrik de Witt 45.-
Jan Kool 48.-
A. Blom 45.-
W. A. Coene 71.-
J. Duvo 50.-
J. du Vo 42.-
H. Westerhout 91.-
C. v. Steekelenburgh 61.-
Andries Blom 45.-
W. A. Coene 71.-
J. Duvo 50.-
J. du Vo 42.-
H. Westerhout 91.-
C. v, Steekelenburg 61.-
Andries Blom 16.-
J. Vermeulen 10.-
J. C. Vi Collen 45.-












R. v. Clooster 40.4
Willem v. Gorcum 100.-
F. L. Henriques 77.-
Che Grenier 53.-






Josua Henriques Junior 60.4






Widow Jacob Thiele 99.4
C. de Vrind 55.-
P. Francois 78.-
Josua Henriques Junior 61.-
P . de Mey 82.-
Wille, Horst 60.-
F. Lopes Henriques 50.-
F. L. Henriques 64.4
F. L. Henriques 59.-
Moses Penso 53.-
C. Rijningh 50.-




F. L. Henriques 76.-
Hendrik Plier 90.4
Che Grenier 69.-
J. Henriques Jr. 80.-
Jacob Thomas 100.-
M. Levy Maduro 81.-
Hendrik de Wit 94.4
Che Grenier 74.-
La Chassain 53.4
F. Lopes Henriques 62.4
La Chassain 51.4








J. Henriques Jr. 61.-
Willem Horst 60.-
Widow Jan Thiele 52.4
M. Durand 60.-






P . Daal 62.-.-
















L . de Mey 87.4.-





Widow Jan Ellis 80.-.-
Josua Henriques Jr. 60.4.-
Che Grenier 65.4.-
Willem Horst 68.4.-
J. v. Henriques Moron 40.-.-
Chetty 98.-.-






Widow Jan Ellis 72.4.-
Dubernard 58.-.-
H . de Wit 35.-.-
Josias Pardo 95.-.-
P. Francois 91.-.-
F. L. Henriques 48.4.-
H. Pichot 105.4.























F. L. Henriques 52.4.-
Abm. A. Cardoso 61.4.-
Chetty 72.4.-
F. L. Henriques 60.4.-
Mord. Alv. Correa 80.4.-
Samuel Redondo 60.4.-
Lan Lesire 93.4.-
Widow Jan Ellis 63.-.-
G. Kales 50.-.-





















B. L. Henriques 61.-.-
Widow Jan Ellis 70.4.-
v. Uytrecht 68.-.-
Francois 100.-.-










Hendrik de Wit 51.-.-
Che Grenier 69.4.-
Willem Welvaren 67.-.-
j. Henriques Jr. 64.-.-
Francois 90.-.-
B . Kemp 82.4.-
Jan Kemp 61.-.-














Jose[h I . Touro 51.4.-












P . Beek 61.4.-
M . Aron Maduro 48.4.-
Jacob Berry 75.-.-
G. Eybregts 70.4.-
W. v. Uytregt 67.-.-
David 82.-.-
Che Grenier 90.-.-
Samuel v. Aron Levy Maduro 56.-.-
R. v. Clooster 116.-.-
























Jan de Veer 105.4.-
P. vd. Stratem 125.-.-
P . de Leeuw 70.-.-
Jan de Veer 103.4.-
C . Raphoen 58.-.-
Che Grenier 91.-.-
Abraham Maduro 60.4.-




P . de Mey 89.4.-













David 8 0 . -. -
David 86.4.-
C . Raphoen 69.-.-





Hendrik de Wit 57.-
David 76.-
David 70.-
Jan de Veer 141.4
J. Geerkems 70.-
Arnold Mulder 59.-
































Mord. Levy Maduro 43.4







Stuylingh & Zn. 95.-
Mord. Alvares Correa 79.-
David 86.-









E . de Wit 60.4.-











Jacob L. Maduro 66.-.-
Chetty 82.4.-
Jan de Veer 15.-.-
Mord. Alvares Correa 81.-.-
Che Grenier 69.4.-
I. Levy Maduro 73.4.-
Francois 58.4.-
Francois 69.4.-
I . Levy Maduro 62.4.-
Mord. L. Maduro 60.-.-
Che Grenier 84.-.-
Stuylingh & Zn. 95.4.-
Jan Martin 90.-.-
A. Sasportes 70.4.-
Jan de Veer 102.4.-
Jacob Semerel 60.-.-
Che Grenier 56.-.-
Stuylingh & Zn. 78.4.-
Daniel Ellis 73.-.-




Juriaan de Pool 92.4.-






Willem Jacob de Petersen 104.-.-







Willem Zanje ' 55.-








Jacob de Petersen 114.-
Willem Horst 91.-
W. J. de Petersen 112.-
H. Smits Dirkz 101.4
W. J. de Petersen 102.-















R. V. den Clooster 93.4
C. de Vrint 25.-
Andries Christiaanse 54.-
La Chaiffain 45.4
Dominga de Bremer 37.4
J. P. Winten 42.4














David Louzado (+ suckl.) 100.-
I . Dubernard 50.-
J. Kool 84.-
Francois 70.-




C. v. Steekelenburg 51.-
James Lang 17.-
Johan Stridbeek- 50.-














B . Maduro 50.4
Jacob Curiel 45.-
v/d. Clooster 62.4
Abm. J. Henriques 60.-
Hendrik Wijster 55.4
RV den Clooster 60.4
P. Jacobse 81.-
Willem Pelgrim 50.-
F . Duvo 69.-
W. Braambosch 88.4




R. v/d Clooster 98.4
Josua Henriq. Jr. 95.-
S. Drusky 100.4
N. Durand 70.4




B. de Costa 66.4







E . C . Graaf 77.4.-







G. v. Gorcum 71.-.-




P . de Vier 85.4.-
B . Kemp 99.-.-
C . Kier 79.-.-
H. Westerhoud 81.-.-
A. Clara 53.-.-
C . Raphoen 71.-.-
Hendrik Smit Dirkz 70.-.-
Isacq Lamont Jr. 70.-.-
Daniel Deyer 60.-.-












F. L. Henriques 60.-.-
Lachaissain 55.-.-
de Mey 64.4.-
F. L. Henriques 56.-.-
J.W. Thiesingh 71.4.-
Charles Thomas 75.-.-
A. du Waan 60.4.-
A. Schooneboom 102.-.-
Abm. J. Loen 49.-.-
Widow Dirk Smit 70.-.-



















Samuel Levy Maduro 79.4.-
B. Schagen 87.4.-
Evert de Graaf 85.4.-
Aron St. Cruz (suckl.) 118.-.-
B. Henriques 60.4.-
Joseph Israel Toruo 65.-.-
Anna Oly 92.5.-
Mordecjau Alvares Correa 84.4.-




Mordechay Alvares Correa 79.-.-
Aron Motta 70.-.-






C. Redoch (+suckl.) 90.-.-
I . Levy Maduro 77.4.-
Willem Braambos 69.-.-
Symen Pieterse 80.-.-





J. L. Henriques 100.-.-
Mord. A. Correa 74.4.-
Juriaan de Pool Jr. 100.-.-
Abraham Vivas 70.-.-
B. vd. Clooster 91.4.-






Mord. Alvares Correa 78.4.-
Mord. Alvares Corres 70.4.-
Antonie Clara 79.4.-
H. S. Dirkszoon 118.4.-
Bov Slaves Pesos
C. Ryningh 50.-
E. de Wit 50.4
Moses Penso 60.4
Roedelossen Co. -.9
R. vd. Clooster 71.4
M. L. Henriques 79.4
J. Israel Touro 58.-
Isaac Cardoso 60.-
J. C. Roedeloff 80.4
Girl Slaves Pesos
Jacomina Hil 42.2.-






List of merchandise loaded on ship 'America', 













Samuel & Aron Gomes
















Samuel v/d Heyden 
Willem Gieuwen 
Cornells de Ruyter 
Paulo Junior & Co.
Paulo Junior & Co.
Paul Junior & Co. 
Aron Henriques Moron 




200 ser. cacao 
100 ser. cacao
1 barrel indigo
4 butt lime juice
5 canasta tobacco 
10 ser. cacao
8 ser. cacao 
15 ser. cacao
2 canasta tobacco

























Ferro y Neyra 
Abraham Rodrigues 
Idem
Coumans & v/d Bosch
Factor in Amsterdam
Egbert & Abraham Edens
Abraham Namias de 
Crasto 
Jan v. Vollenhoven
Barent v. Naamen & 
Cornells v/d Bergh
Nicolaas v. Beek 
Pieter Frenchepain
Cornells Bergh
Isacq Semah Aboab 
Adriaan Piets
Pedro Buirello Jr. 











Huybert v . Lermaat
134
Merchandise 
16 ser. cacao 
12 ser. cacao 

















7 double serons 
cacao
10 ser. cacao 
1 butt lime juice
Rapheal & Mordochay- 
Alvares Corres
Abraham Mendes da Costa 6 ser. cacao
Local Merchant Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise
Gabriel Levy 
Idem























Isacq Jeserun de Jonge 440 hides 
Aron Henriques Moron 
Aron Henriques Moron
11 bales sugar 
2 bales sniff
Luis & Jean Mendesda 
Costa
Idem
Abraham Semah Ferro- 
& Moses Athias de Neyra






Moses Pereira & Isacq 
Nunes Henriques 
Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto 
Isacq Hoeb
Isacq Mendes de Crasto
100 bags cacao; 
46 serons cacao 
240 pcs hides 












Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto
20 ser. cacao




Aron Henriques Moron 
Idem
2 casket with 
copper and tin
16 ser. cacao 




Abraham Athias 8 ser. cacao
Local Merchant
Isacq & David Lopes 
Dias















Luis & Jean Mendes 
da Costal
Luis & Jean Mendes 
da Costa
Jacob & Raphael Mendes 
da Costa




Roque & Isacq de Leon
Ribca de Leon v. Danie 
Loped de Leon













10 serons cacao 
6 serons cacao 







19400 lb. logwood 
2480 hides 
32 bags cacao 
81 serons cacao 
1 barrel sugar 
1 cask indigo




List of goods loaded in ship fDe Europa', captain Barends, bound 
for Amsterdam on April 11, 1712.
Local Merchants 




Samuel & Aron Gomes
Isaac de Medina 
Pereira








Moses Vaes df Olivera
Idem










Bodewijn Costers- 12 serons cacao
Bel & Hermanus Christener
Manuel & Eliase de 
Crasto 
Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto
Apaalos Junior & Co.
Apaalos Junior & Co.
Apaalos Junior & Co.








Cornelius de Ruyter 
Jacob Redoch
180 serons cacao
24 bales white 
sugr





25 serons cacao 
12 casket indigo
6 serons cacao 
8 serons cacao 
20 serons cacao
3 casket indigo 
2 canasta tobacco
Egbert & Abraham-Edens 6 bags cacao
10 serons cacao
Jan v. Vollenhooven de 10 bags cacao 
Jonge 8 serons cacao





















Brandau & Bundes 
Willem Heldevier 
Floris v. Jaarling 
Idem 
Cornells Bergh 
David & Isacq Senior















Luis & Jean Mendes 
da Costal
Luis & Jean Mendes 
da Costa
Idem











12 serons cacao 
8 serons cacao
13 serons cacao 
80 serons cacao 
12 serons cacao
6 serons cacao 
1 casket indigo
14 serons cacao





20 serons cacao 
40 serons cacao 
Neyra
7 butts lime juice 
12 bags cacao
19 serons cacao 





Local Merchants Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise
David Lopes Dias Henriques Vaes 
d'Olivera
3 serons cacao
Gradis & Machora Abraham Namias de 
Crasto
1 Bale cacao
Mordechay de Crasto Elias de Crasto 3 packages 
Spanish Leathe
Nicolaas Verkuyl Daniel Brias 1 bag cacao
Mordechay Henriques David Barsilay 15 serons cacao
Elais de Crasto Abraham Pereira Athias 4 serons cacao
Jacob Kemp Andries Pels & Sons 50 serons cacao
Brandau & Bundes Abraham Terborgh 14 serons cacao
Manuel Alvares Corres Gabriel Alvares Correa 1 casket indigo
Isacq Henriques Moron Aron Henriques Moron 8 serons cacao
Hendrik de Wilde Abraham de Wilde 21 serons cacao
Idem Paulus v. Voorst 7 serons cacao
Jan Schuurmans Pieter Schuurmans 1 casket indigo
Andries Barends Andries Barends 24000 pcs.
logwood;
5250 pc. hides; 
96 bags cacao; 
254 serons cacao
Antonio Luxeno Antonio Luxeno 14k53/4 ounce gold 
(Spanish weight)
Willem Meyer Hobooken Widow Duniker 5 7/8 ounce gold 
price Ps. 3000.-.-




List of goods loaded in ship 'd'Arentsbergh', captain Barent 









Frans v. Naamen 











Abraham de Wilde 
Pieter v. Wickavoort 
Gerrit de Waa






1 barrel Portorico 
tobacco 




14 serons cacao 
10 bags cacao
13 serons cacao 
8 bags cacao
Josua Israel d'Andrade 5 bags cacao
Isacq Hoeb
Willem Sieuwertz















Hercules v. Hoorbeeck 
Arnoldus Meylingh 















Samuel v. Aron Gomez














Isacq & Abraham Toro 
Idem
Elia & David de 
Crasto
Abraham Mendes de 
Crasto
Factor in Amsterdam 
Nicolaas Lepelsack
Abraham ter Borgh
Jeremias v/d Meer & 
Sons
Abraham Ter Borgh 
Dirck Haas Verbergh 
Jacob v. Wayen
David Barsilay
Paulo Junior & Co.
Paulo Junior & Co.
Paulo Junior & Co.
Souza and Silva
Jeremias v/d Meer & 
Sons
Samuel Ximenes 
David de Paz Junior 
Jeremias v/d Meer & 
Sons
Aron Henriques Moron 
Abraham Athias
Egbert & Abraham-Edens
Abraham Namias de 
Crasto 
Roque & Isacq de Leon
Jacob Nunes Henriqures
Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto
Isacq Mendes de Crasto
Merchandise 
2 butts lime juice
10 bags cacao
20 bags cacao
17 bags cacao 






10 serons cacao 
21 serons cacao
21 serons cacao




12 bags cacao 
12 bags cacao
5 serons cacao
4 bags cacao 
and Sons
9 serons cacao 
9 serons cacao




Widow & heirs of 
arlos de Leon
Idem
Charlos de Leon 
and Sons
Jacob Juda Leon
Children of Alvares 
Nunes Henriques













Assueres v/d Kams 
Mordechay de Crasto







Pereira and Isacq 
Nunes Henriques
P . Frenchepain
P . Frenchepain & Le 
Tellier
Reynier Laclee
Dirk Haas Verbergh 
Jeremiah v/d Meer & 
Sons
Claas Jansz Klamp 
Francois Bouge & Sons 











4 butts lime juice





9 bags cacao 
9 bags cacao
9 bags cacao
6 bags cacao 
12 bags cacao
12 bags cacao
10 bags cacao 
12 bags cacao 
8 bags cacao
7 bags cacao
10 sesons cacao 
10 serons cacao
12 serons cacao
6 bags cacao 
100 serons cacao
Widow + heirs of Moses Sousa and Silva 




Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise




































Jeremiah v/d Meer & 
Sons
Carlos & Cornelio Cocq 
Melchior de Runschen 
Aarnoud Laan 
Jean de Morties 
Goverto Looten
Frederik Raphoen











2 butts cacao 
30 serons cacao
















Idem 1 barrel indigo
Widow Lourens Willinck 4 barrel indigo
Luis & Jean Mendes 
da Costa
4 barrel indigo
Abraham Semah Ferro & 26 barrels indigo
Moses Athias de Neyra
Samuel Ximenes 14 barrel indigo
Isacq Jeserun de Jonge 3 barrel indigo
Local Merchants
144
Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise











Abraham Namias de Crasto1 barrel indigo
Albertus Hoomoet 26072 lb. cacao




50 serons cacao 
3 barrel indigo
Aron Henriques Moron 4 barrel indigo
Aron Henriques Moron
Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto 




1 barrel indigo 
3 barrel indigo
Idem Jan Deuts 34 serons cacao
145
W.I.C. 571 fo.352
List of goods loaded in ship Sta. Clara, captain Joris Streyt 
bound for Amsterdam on May 16, 1713.
Local Merchants Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise
Antonio de Neyra Moses Athias de Neyra













Ms. Pieter Engels 
Jeremias v/d Meer 
Jan Bae;ymans
Lopo Nunes Ramirez





33 serons cacao 
18 serons cacao 
42 serons cacao 
20 serons cacao
5 bags cacao
Idem Frans Belmonte 7 bags cacao
Abraham Rodriques Isacq Hesquia Rodrigues 3 bags cacao
d'Aguilar d'Aguilar
Idem Moses de Crasto 2 bags cacao













Jacob de Menasch 
and Co.
Raphael Hisquia Athias 2 barrels indigo 
and Sons
Gabriel Levy Isacq Jeserun de Jongh 25 serons cacao
Idem
Idem
Egbert & Abraham Edens 27 serons cacao 
Abraham Namias de 12 serons cacao
Crasto
Local Merchants Factor in Amsterdam
146
Merchandise



























Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto
Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto 





David V. Samuel Pinto
Jacob de Pinedo
Michael Juda Leon 
Isacq Barsilay
Barent Cooman









Jacob de Eliau Nunes 
Berna
Daniel Gomes de Crasto 
Jacob Bernal
Manuel & Elias de 
Crasto
1 barrel indigo
12 serons cacao 
21 bags cacao

















7 serons cacao 
7 serons cacao
3 barrels indigo
Cardoze and Morena Aron Cordoza Junior 18 serons cacao
Local Merchants
147
Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise





Antonio de Neyra 
Idem


















Samuel v. Aron Gomes




Elias de Crasto 6 serons cacao
Luis & Jean Mendes 4 barrels indigo
de Costa
Idem 7 barrels indigo
Abraham Semah Ferro & 2 barrels indigo
Moses Athias de Neyra
Luis & Jean Mendes 35 serons cacao
da Costa
Idem 3 barrels indigo
Luis & Jacob Victgor 12 bags cacao








Widow Lero Moy 
Mattheo Critty 
Abraham Romswinkel
10 bags cacao 
2 bags cacao 
8 bags cacao 
10 bags cacao 
8 bags cacao 
10 bags cacao
8 bags cacao
9 bags cacao 
8 bags cacao 
12 bags cacao
10 bags cacao
Jaconb + Rpahael Mendes 7 serons cacao 
de Costa
Abraham Namias de 
Crastp 
Jaco Benjamin Jeserun
Egbert & Abraham Edens 6 bags cacao
10 bags cacao 
30 serons cacao 
Isacq Barsilay 15 serons cacao
Paulo Junior & Co. 23 serons cacao
Jacob de Pardo 10 serons cacao
Abraham Bueno Vivas 
David Barsilay
1 barrel indigo 
8 serons cacao











Raphael Hisquia Athias- 
and Sons






















Abraham de Wilde 
Idem




Manuel Elias de Crasto
Idem
Jeremias v. Collen
Juan Pedro v. Collen 
Willem Lamont




2 barrels indigo 
1 barrel indigo
4 barrel indigo
47886 lb. cacao 
500 serons cacao
3714 lb. cacao 





10 barrels indigo 
14 serons cacao
2 barrels indigo 
2 barrels indigo 
9 canasta tobacco
20 serons cacao
30 serons cacao 
60 canasta Varinas 
tobacco 




10 butts lime 
juice 






Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise
Manuel & Elias de 17 canasta tobacco
Crasto
Albertus Hoomoet 63 canasta tobacco




Curacoan merchants and 
'de Philippe', Captain
Curacao









their partners in Amsterdam (1727) . Ship 
Huybert van Duynkeren.
Joseph de Ephraim
Jeserun Henriques - 
David de Crasto and 







Jacob de Leon 
David Lopes Dias 
Hendrik Westcrhout
William Stoel




Abraham Samah Ferro 
and Moses Athias 
de Neira


















(2/3) and Isacq v.
alvarecshenriquez Moron 
(1/3) and Isacq Orohio de 
Crasto





1 hogs head +




Gabriel Alvares Correa 2 serons cacao 
Abraham Semah Ferro &













Jacobus v. Engelen 
Cornelis Stuylingh
5 serons cacao 
5 serons cacao 
12 barrels indigo 
26 serons cacao 
4 canaster tobacco
Jacob de Abraham Isaacq v. Abraham 59 serons cacao
Henriquez Moron Henriquez Moron and 
Isacq Orobio 
de Castro
7 canaster tobacco 
245 hides
Davis de Crasto Elias and Manuel de 
Crast Jun.
450 hides
Jan Kock Hendrik Westerhout 12 canaster 
tobacco
Joseph E. Manuel Gabriel d. Costa Gomes 5 canaster tobacco 
3 canaster ditto
Joseph I . Costa Gomes Abraham Lopes Laguna 3 canaster tobacco
Joseph E. Manuel Gabriel D. Costa Gomes 2 canaster tobacco 
1 seron cacao
Isaac & Moses Penso Davis Lopes Dias 40 serons cacao
Idem
Idem
Moses Rodriques d. 




Johanna v/d. Hoeve A. de Wilde 12 serons cacao
Widow of H. de Wilde 7 canaster tobacco
Joh. and Gerard 
Stuylingh





Jacob de Mulder 
Andries Hijlman 
Gerard v. Essen
4 serons cacao 
3 canaster tobacco 
1 canaster tobacco
Samuel Salom Mordechay Castanho 2 canaster tobacco





Benjamin de Chaves 
Jacob Jeserun









Moses de Chaves 
Aron Jeserun
Isaac v. Abraham
Henriques Moron and 
Isaac Orobio de










5 serons cacao 
to
2 canaster tobacco
2 canaster tobacco 
2 canaster tobacco
18 serons cacao






Idem 50 serons cacao
Samuel Gomes & Co. Paulo Ju. & Co. 20 canaster 
tobacco 
10 serons cacao
Brethauer & Barner Brathauer & Barner 50 canaster 
bacco
David Senior & Zn. David Lopes Dias 8 canaster tobacco
6 serons cacao
7 serons ditto 
37 serons ditto
Idem Henriques Vaes 16 canaster
de Olivera tobacco
9 canaster ditto 




Jacob V. David Senior David Lopes Dias
Isaacq and Moses Penso David Lopes Dias











Abraham V. Moses 
Israel
Jacob de Abrham 
Henriques
Moron
Isaacq & Moses Penso
Idem 
Hendrik de Witt
Daivd Senior & Zn. 
Idem 
Idem




Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Abraham Israel Sta. 
Cruz
Isaac v. Abraham 
Henriques
Moron and Isaac Orobio 
Crasto
Moses Rodriques de 
Costa
Wllem Stoe
Isaacq and Jan de Witt
Moses Senior






3 serons cacao 
245 hides
de























Jan Buys Egbert Zoon
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Jan V. Vollen Hoven 
and Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior




2 bales cacao 
35 serons cacao
9 canaster tobacco
Jacob de Abraham 
Moron
Abraham Levy Maduro 
David Senior & Zn.
Jacob de Ephraim 
Jeserun Henriques
Isaac & Moses Penso
Jacob de Ephraim 
Jeserun
Henriques
Johanna v/d Hoeven 
Widow of Hendrik 
de Wilde
Jan Moach du Fay
Isaac V. Abraham 12 serons cacao
Henriques Moron en 2 canaster tobacco
Isaac Orobio de Crasto
Isacq Orobio de Crasto 8 serons cacao
50 serons cacaoHenriques Vaes de 
Olivera






4 canaster tobaccoMoses Rodriques de 
Costa










5 bales Poekoe 
1 bale Sto.
Domingo indigo 
66 pcs. yellow 
wood










15 bales white 
sugar 
53 bales ditto 
74 bales St. 
Dimingo 
ditto 
47 bales white 
sugar 
47 bales brown 
sugar 




Curacaon merchants and their partners in Amsterdam (1727) . Ship 
'de Vrouy Anna', Captain Pieter Hatema.
Curacao Amsterdam
Samuel de Costa & Co. Paulo Jun. & Co.
Jacob Lopex de.
Fonseca 
Isaac & Moses Penso 














Abraham Semah Ferro & 230 serons cacao
Moses Athias de Neyra
Michiel Rustenpad
Gerrit De Witt 
Adam Bartelsman 
Jan Adolpha




David Lopez Dias 
Hendrik Westerhout
16 serons cacao
15 serons cacao 







Elias Manuel de Crasto 40 seron cacao 
Junior
Jeserun Henriques and Jan Buys and Egbert
Pessoa Soon
Jacob de Eph. Jeserun Elias & Manuel de
Henriquez 
Benjamin Jeserun 





Abraham Semah Ferro 








Widow Isaacq de Gama 
Idem
Widow Abraham de Gama
Jacob Gardelapa 
Aniralo
David de Crasto 
Idem
Benjamin Jeserun 
Jacob Lopez de 
Ponseca 



















Isaac Van Abraham 
Henriques Moron & Isaac 










16 serons cacao 
6 serons cacao 





















10 serons ditto 
20 serons ditto





Ms. Johanna v/d Hoeven Abraham de Wilde 
















Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Manuel V. Gabriel 
Alvares Corres
Himself
Jan Noach du Fay
Bernard Schygan
Elias Abraham J. 
Henriques and 
Isaac Senior & Co.
Josua Henriquez Jun.
















1 case with orange 
peels
1 pipe
2 aamen lime juice
5 salframen










































Widower Maard & Zn.
Isaac v. Abraham
Henriquez Moron and 
Isaac Onobio de





Aron & Joseph Moreno 
Henriquez
Paulo Jun. & Co.
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Jun.
Aron & Joseph Moreno 
Jun. Cur. negro
2 caese preserves



















10 market made 
silver
3 canaster tobacco












Brethauer & Barner 
Varines and Co.
1 barrel caret (?)
100 serons caca 
4121 hides 




Zimbregts Nasse Abraham de Wilde 8 serons cacao
161
W.I.C. 579
List of goods loaded in the ship 'de'Geetrude Maria', captain Jan 











Isacq & Moses Penso 
Idem
Penso & Jacob Lopes 
Dias
Idem









Gabriel da Costa Gomes
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Abraham Semah Ferro &
Merchandise
1 canasta tobacco
678 St. Maarten- 
logwood;
26 seron cacao




2 canasta tobacco 




Moses Athias de Neyra
Idem
Henriques Vaez
d'Olivera & David 
L. Dias








10 barrel indigo 
8 canasta tobacco
12 canasta tobacco





33 canasta tobacco 
76 canasta tobacco


















Samuel de Casparis 
Jacob Curiel








Abraham Semah Ferro & 
Moses Athias de 
Neyra
Abraham Moses Athias 
de Neyra
Gabriel Alvares Corres
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
David Henriques Souza 
Samuel de Casperis
Hobbe Strandwijk
David & Salomon Curiel














4119 pcs. Rio de 
la Hache logwood 
1090 Caracas hides
50 serons cacao 
4 barrel indigo
63 hides
300 Caracas hides 
230 pcs tanned 
hides;
1100 pcs. Rio de 
Hace logwood
12 serons cacao




237 Caracas pelts 
5 barrel indigo
Samuel da Costa & Co. Jacob de Leon
Local Merchants
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Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise





Isacq & Willem Lamont
Abraham Ulloa & Co'.
+ Isacq L. Maduro
Manuel Salinas
David Senior & Sons
David Senior & Sons











8 butts lime juice 
6 canasta tobacco 
703 pelts






24 serons cacao 
1 canasta tobacco
60 serons cacao 
49 canasta tobacco
60 serons cacao 
49 canasta tobacco




List of good loaded on ship 'Groot .Bentveld', Captain Andries 
Graan, bound for Amsterdam on June 19, 1729.
Local Merchants 
Jacob de Abraham 
Henriques Moron
Factor in Amsterdam
Daniel Henriques de 
Souza
Merchandise 
14 canasta tobacco 
4 serons cacao
Isacq & Moses Penso







Jacob de Ephraim 
Henriques




Samuel de Emmanuel 
de Costa Goomez
Maarten Hempel
Pensos & Jacob L. 
Dias
Isacq & Moses Penso






Gabriel d. C. Gomez
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto
Henriques Vaes
drOlivera & David 
L. Dias 
Darend Chanje
Nicolaas de Meester 
Issaq & Jan de Witt




d' Olivera & David 
L. Dias
10 canasta tobacco
1357 Rio de la 
Hatch logwood 




10 canasta tobacco 
18 serons cacao
3 canasta tobacco
2 butts lime juice 







16 serons cacao 
23 serons cacao
61 serons cacao












Samuel da Costa & Co.
Mordechay Parera 
David Senior & Sons
Idem
Johan & G. Stuylingh
Jacob v. David Senior
Isacq Lamont
Samuel de Emmanuel 
da Costa Gomez




Isacq v. Salomon 
Gutieres
Abraham & Moses I . 
St. Cruz
David Lopes Dias
Abraham Moses I .
St. Cruz 








Gabriel da Costa Gomez
Henriques Vaez






Gabriel da Costa Gomez
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto, Jr.
Isacq & Jan de Witt
Delias & Manuel 
de Crasto Jr.
2 serons cacao

















78 barrels brown 
sugar
8 canasta tobacco
6 butts lime juice 
1 canasta tobacco
30 canasta tobacco






Factor in Amsterdam 
Himself
Merchandise
28 canasta tobacco 
2 butts lime juice 
4 srons cacao
Idem




Nicolaas v. Bambergen 











17 barrels lime 
juice 
3 barrels orange 
peel
10 canasta tobacco 









































1 vat caret 
1720 pcs. goat 
skin
106 pcs. Portorico 
pelts 
61 canasta tobacco 
173 varinas 
tobacco 






42 serons cacao 
222 barrels brown 
sugar 




Abraham Lopez de Leon 
Jacob Curiel 
David Soorbeek 
Samuel da Costa & Co.
Noach du Fay
Factor in Amsterdam










1357 pcs. Rio de 
Hache logwood 










shipped by local merchants to their partners 
by the ship 'Agatha Gaily', Captain A.
W.I.C. 580
List of merchandise 




Jan Noach du Fay
Jan v. Schaagen 
Paul Prins
Noach du Fay
Abraham Boom Veeris 
Joachim Ch. Cluwer 
Noach du Fay 





Abraham Boon Veeris 
Specht & Plier 
Idem
Factor in Amsterdam
Abraham Semah Ferro & 
Moses Athias de 
Neyra 
Dingeman Broen

















152 bags cinnamon 
bast
1 cas (?)
45 serons cacao 
3 bales cacao 
3 bags cacao 
249 Caracas hides 
1008 Sto. Domingo 
hides















3 butts lime juice
4 canasta tobacco 
1 canasta tobacco
Local Merchant Factor in Amsterdam
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Merchandise




Jacob de Ephraim 
Jeserun Henriquez
David Senior & Sons
Joseph da Costa Gomez
Idem
Joseph Manuel
Jacob V. David Senior




Isacq & Jan de Witt
Cornelio Cocq 
Nicolaas de Ruyter 
Aron Jeserun
Henriquez Vaez
d' Olivera & David 
L. Dias
Jacob da Costa Laguna
Jacob da Costa Gomez





Jacob Curiel Aron Jeserun
Moses Penso Elias & Manuel de
Crasto Junior
Samuel Vaez Martines Isacq V. David Dias
5 barrels lime 
juice 







6 serons cacao 
10 serons cacao 
4 serons cacao
7 serons cacao 
2 bales cotton
66 pcs. hides 
81 canasta lids 
1 cask old copper 
and tin 
5 empty serons
8 barrels Porto 
Rico tobacco 
1 bale cacao
20 parcels Porto 
Rico tobacco 
3 canasta tobacco
1 cask old copper 
and tin
Local Merchant Factor in Amsterdam
170
Merchandise
Daivd V. Moses Luzado
Joseph Israel Touro 
Ephraim J. Henriques
Ferro y Neyra
Isacq V. Abraham 
Henriquez Moron
Mordochay A. Correa
Jacob de Ephriam 
Jeserun Henriques
Samuel da Costa & Co.
Samuel da Costa & Co.
Banjamin Jeserun




Elias Parera & David 
de Crasto
Aron Henriques Moron
Samuel de Emmanuel 
da Costa Gomez
Moses Rodrigues da 
Costa
Joseph Touro





1 hogshead tobacco 
9 canasta tobacco
2671 pcs. Rio de 
Hache logwoods 
499 Caracas hides
Ester de Abraham Mocata 1 canasta tobacco
Gabriel A. Correa
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Gabriel da Costa Gomez
Idem
Aron Jeserun
Daniel Henriquez de 
Souza
Isacq Onobio de Castro
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Onobio de Crasto
Gabrille da Costa Gomez






6 serons cacao 
8 serons cacao 
1 cask cacao 
1 cask old copper 
and tin






1 cask cacao 




Isacq V. Abraham 
Henriquez Moron
Moses Penso
Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise
Ester de Abraham Mocata 24 Caracas hides
Henriquez Vaes



















Jan Merthoorn & 
Gerrit Langendijk
Barend Leyen





4 serons cacao 
(S)Halas
3 bales petries
50 canasta tobacco 
8 serons cacao 
210 St. Domingo 
hides 
13 Caracao hides 
33 St. Domingo 
hides
3 barrels and 
1 butt lime juice
1 case restante
1 case restante
15 utts lime juice 
4 butts lime juice 







Ten Broek & v/d Heyden 
Hendrik Westenhuys 
Johannes Marshoorn & 
Gerrit Langendijk
14 canasta tobacco 
9 canasta tobacco 




List of merchandise shipped by local merchants to their partners 






Salomon Levy Maduro 
and Brothers
Isacq Touro
Isacq Van Abraham 
Henriques Moron
Jacob Curiel
Jacob Abm. Henriques 
Moron
Widow Isacq Baruch 
Luzado
Jacob Curiel
Joseph da Costa 
Gomex
Pieter Reus
Daivd Soorbeek and 
and Isacq Schoon
Isaac Schoon
Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise
Gabriel Alvares Correa 1 bale otton
5 aum. lime juice
Gabriel Alvares Correa 10 barrels lime
juice
Abm. Semah Ferro and 20 serons cacao 
Moses Athias de Neyra
Gabriel da Costa Gomez 3 hugshead
tobacco
Gabriel Alv. Correa 
Ester de Abraham Mocata 10 Caracas hides
1 small cask with 
tin and copper
Aron Jeserun
Daniel Henriques da 
Souza
1 bale with hides
5 serons cacao 
4 bales cacao
Gabriel Alvares Correa 1 cellaret candied
fruits
Aron Jeserun 1 bale w/cotton
Gabriel da Costa Gomez 1 case of candles
Willem Stoet
Dirk Schrooden and 
Barend Schoon
Barend Schoon
83 hogshead brown 
sugar 
27 small bales 
brown sugar 
12 barrels lime 
juice
260 bags Portoric 
tobacco 
44 bags ditto
2 barrels lime 
juice
Local Merchant 
Brethauer & Barner 
Noach du Fay
Factor in Amsterdam 













List of merchandise shipped by local merchants to their partners 
in Amsterdam 1730.
Klinkert.















Factor in Amsterdam Mer;chandise
Abraham & Moses Athias 5 packages sniff
de Neyra
Usacq Onobio de Castro 1 cask old copper
and tin
Aron Jeserun 1 cask old copper 
and tin
Gabriel Alvares Correa 10 serons
cascarilla







Isacq Onobio de Castro 1 serons cacao






Lourens Rudolph Hanst Abraham Obbens
Soorbeek & Schoon Schroode and Schoon
Christiaan v. Hoboken Claas Klinkert 
David Soorbeek Fred Beenewout
Idem Dirk Schrooder
218 Caracas hides
44 serons cacao 
2 canasta tobacco
8 canasta tobacco
























Factor in Amsterdam 
Magteld Specht

















6276 Rio de la 
Hache logwood
65 hogshead brown 
sugar
6 barrels brown 
sugar
7 hogshead white 
sugar






1 canasta tobacco 
8 serons cacao
13 bales cotton





1 case hats 
1 case hats
1 canasta tobacco
60 serons cacao 
3 canasta tobacco 
1 vat caret 
1353 St. Domingo 
hides
Local Merchant Factor in Amsterdam
Jan Noach du Fay Dingeman Broen
Elias Parer Elias & Manuel de





Elia Parera and 
David de Crasto
Moses Pardo
Samuel da Costa and 
Co.
Idem
Samuel de Emmanuel da 
Costa Gomes
Joseph Israel Touro
Jacob de Ephraim 
Henriques
Isacq Touro
Jacob de Ephraim 
Henriques




Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Henriquez Vaes de 
Olivera
Gabriel da Costa Gomez 
Idem








24 6 bales white 
sugar 
31 canasta tobacco 
33 bales white 
sugar 
23 bales muscovado 
36 bags tobacco 
39 Havanna tobacco
6 madera butts 
Castro Junior 
cacao
30 serons cacao 
9 serons cacao 
35 serons cacao
23 canasta tobacco 
5 serons cacao
67 serons cacao
34 serons cacao 
David Lopes Dias
4 serons cacao
2 serons cacao 
1 castje carret
6 serons cacao
7 packages Porto 
Rico tobacco
16 serons cacao






Samuel da Costa 
Gomez
Moses Penso 
Isacq & Moses Penso
Factor in Amsterdam 
Isacq Onobio de Castro
Francois Van Arean 
Caspers





3 barrels white 
sugar
1 but lime juice





List of good loaded on ship 'de'Hoop', captain Theunis Duyf bound













Soorbeek & Schoon 
David Soorbeek
5, 1973.




Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Abraham Semah Ferro 
& Moses Athias 
de Neyra
Theunis Duyff 
Isacq and Jan de Witt 
Abraham Semah Ferro & 
















45 serons cacao 
13 serons sniff
16 bags sniff 
12 canasta tobacco 
24 canasta tobacco
43 hides 
4 bales sugar 










945 pcs. logwood 














Manuel Jacob de 
Petersen
Jan Schoop
Factor in Amsterdam 
Dirk Schrooden
Jan v. Wessem




Isacq ,v. David Dias
Isacq and Jan de Witt
Isacq Dias
Marcus Statema




100 pcs. hides 
30 pcs. hides 
100 packages Porto 
Rico tobacco 














50 serons sniff 
145 bales sniff 
30 serons cacao 
1 canasta tobacco
Ferro y Neyra Abraham Semah Ferro 14 canasta tobacco
& Moses Athias de Neyra
David Cohen Henriques Elias and Manuel 16 serons cacao
de Crasto Junior
Ferro y Neyra Abraham Semah Ferro & 1 canasta tobacco
Moses Athias de Neyra
Samuel Salom Isacq Onobio de Crasto 1 casket old
copper
Abraham Alvares Correa Isacq Onobio de Castro 50 packages Porto 
Correa Castro Rico tobacco





Heirs of Eva Lamont 
Widow Willem 
Heldewier
Isacq V. Abraham 
Henriques Moron
David Senior & Sons
David Soorbeek
Gerard Striddels






Benjamin and Abraham 
Fidanque








Jacob de Leon 
Paulus Schaagen
Ester de Abraham 
Mocata
Henriques Vaes de 
Olivera and Daivd 
Dias




Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior
Daniel Varlett 
Jacob Fidanque & Sons 









12 butts lime 
juice
20 Caracas hides 
19 Caracas hides
8 bales cacao 
6 serons cacao 
5 serons cacao





1 canasta tobacco 
28 serons cacao




56 barrels sugar 











Jacob de Abraham 
Henriques Moron
Idem






David Senior & Sons
Jacob v. David Senior
Widow Mordechay 
Henriques






Aron and Jacob Cardose 
Junior
Jan v. Wessem












Gabriel da Costa 
Gomez
Thomas Meyer
Elias & Manuel de 
Crasto Junior






40 canasta each 
w/6 rolls Porto 
Rico tobacco













1 cask orange peel
6 serons cacao
29 serons cacao
25 packages Porto 
Rico tobacco





















260 pcs. dye-wood 
2042 pcs. logwood
1 canasta tobacco




1 casket copper 
and tin
List of goods loaded in ship 'de'Victoria', Captain Maarten


















Jacob de Abraham 
Henriquez Moron
Idem
srdam on July 5, 1731.
Factor in Amsterdam
Marcus Statema
Abraham Semah Ferro & 

























73 packages Porto 
Rico tobacco 
22 package Porto 
Rico tobacco
7 butts lime juice 
1 bale cotton
107 packages Porto 
Rico tobacco




443 Caracas pelts 
141 St. Domingo 
pelts 
6 canasta tobacco 
296 canasta 
tobacco
55 packages Porto 
Rico tobacco




Factor in Amsterdam Merchandise
Benjamin Jeserun





David Senior & Sons 
Idem
Jacob v. David Senior 
Joseph da Costa Gomez
Abraham Visser 
Benjamin de Chaves 
Frederik Eck
Jacob de E. Jeserun 
Henriques
Widow Abraham Penso 
Jacob de E. I.






Pierre Mournier & Sons 
Gabriel Alvares Correa
Aron Jeserun
Enriques Veaz d'Olivera 
& David Lopex Dias 
Voorbeek
Aron Jeseun
Gabriel da Costa Gomez
Jan v. Wessem 
Moses de Chaves 
Thomas Meyer
Aron Jeserun
Moses Rodrigues da 
Costa
Elias & Manuel de 
Henriques, Jr.
Aron Jeserun




25 canasta tobacco 
18 bales sniff
3 barrels sugar
516 St. Domingo 
pelts 






2 bales Porto Rico 
tobacco




24 canasta tobacco 
15 serons cacao
9 butts lime juice























Abraham Semah Ferro - 
& Moses Athias de 
Neyra 
Warner Brethauer
Isacq Onobio de Crasto





13 canasta tobacco 
1 seron cacao 
36 Caracas pelts
21 canasta tobacco
153 Caracas pelts 





6 barrels sugar 
10 barrels brown 
sugar 










30 pcs. mahogany 
121 pcs. dyewood 






Account of collected slave tax money by the Chartered West Indian 
Company in the years 1721 and 1722
Anno. 1721
Residents Slave Amount Tax Paid i
Widow Isacq da Costa 1 1
Widow Jacob Sonk 3 3
Widow W. Kerkrick 17 17
Widow M. Gomes 1 1
Widow v. Wessum 3 3
Wit & Stuylingh 1 1
Willem Colomba 2 2
Wouter Donkert 1 1
Widow Zeeman 3 3
Abraham Lopes de Leon 3 3
Abraham de Costa Andrade 1 1
Arent Schouten 3 3
Benjamin de Cassereis 7 7
David de Crasto 3 3
Heirs of cornelis Specht 4 4
Helena v. Liebergen 3 3
Daniel Moreno 5 5
Isacq de Gama 4 4
Isacq Lopes Dias 3 3
Jacob Belmonte 4 4
Josua Henriques 16 16
Widow Mordechay Henriques 60 60
Isacq Lamont 42 42
Moses Cohen Henriques 1 1
Nehemias Gory 4 4
Nathaniel Ellis 40 40
Poulina de Fontijn 1 1
Pieter Veyns 3 3
Ph. Waagenaar 1 1
Pieter Timmer 1 1
Samuel Idanque de Casseris 1 1
Widow W. de Bay 25 25
Widow Jan Everit 1 1
Widow James Harris 7 7
Widow Mordechay de Crasto 26 26
Widow Daniel Hoppesack 7 7
186
187
Residents Slave Amount Tax Paid in Pesos
Widow v/d Hoeven 75 75
Widow S . de Medina 1 1
Widow L. P.abest 3 3
Widow S . Vaes Nunes 2 2
Widow P . Hoboken 2 2
Jan Ellis 100 100
Trijntje Dam 1 1
Catrijn den Oude 15 15
David Levy 2 2
David Senior 10 10
Elias Gillebert 5 5
Elias Jeserun Henriques 2 2
Isacq Maduro 5 5
Isacq Marchena 3 3
Jan Legende 4 4
P. Arents den Uly 10 10
Cornelis Bergh 2 2
Caspar Grootestam 1 1
Elias Parera 12 12
Floris v. Taarling 16 16
Isacq Baruch Lusado 2 2
Jannes Houtvat 8 8
Marten Daal 4 4
Olphert Mijmer 14 14
Abraham Ulhoa den oude 3 3
Abraham Ulhoa den jonge 28 28
Claas Schotborgh 3 3
Ferro y Neyra 10 10
Hans Mulder 6 6
Johan Stuylingh 25 25
L. R. Horst 4 4
M. Exteen 2 2
Widow N. Willemsz 17 17
Henry Pichot 1 1
Jacob Israel St. Cruz 2 2
Jacob Juda Leon 3 3
Juda Touro 4 4
Juriaan Jansz Exteen 4 4
Jan Tijssen 3 3
Jacob Abenatar 2 2
Jan Visser 4 4
Jacob Efraim J. Henriques 4 4
Jan Scholten 4 4
Jan Brugman 3 3
Jan Hendrik Geerkens 2 2
Jan Bont 2 2
Jan Tamesse 2 2
Jan Adelbouman 2 2
Jan Dorian de Jonge 2 2
Jan Cocq 2 2
188
Residents Slave Amount Tax Paid in Pesos
Mordechay Alvares 3 3
Mathijs Brugman 15 15
Machtelt Specht 2 2
M. Aboasz 3 3
Otto Paayman 2 2
Pieter Diedehoven 3 3
Pieter Specht 3 3
Samuel & Aron Gomez 1 1
Steven Fresneauw 2 2
Sophia Specht 2 2
Widow Tribier 28 28
Widow Elias de Crasto 3 3
Widow I. Plier 7 7
Widow Fr. Hinkingen 90 90
Widow Kinswilder 50 50
Widow Heldewier 13 13
Widow Balth. de Leon 17 17
Widow Jacob Aal 3 3
Abraham Lopes 3 3
Widow Dirk de Vries 5 5
Abraham Jeserun Henriques 2 2
Antonio Fereyra 3 3
G . Laar 2 2
Jacob Vos 2 2
Raphael Alvares 11 11
Augustin de Caysedo 3 3
Garrit Helmigh 12 12
Hendrik Wijnbergen 4 4
Jan Drex 1 1
Widow W. Ziewersz 20 20
Abraham Mendes de Castro 2 2
G. Van M. Aboaffz 3 3
J. Martin and
J. Schoonhouder 72 72
Widow Henrico Beys 10 10
Clara Maria Luis 1 1
Widow Jacob Zemerel 1 1
Widow Jan Dorcas 22 22
Anno 1772
Antonio Ambree 5 5
Widow P. de Mey 20 20
Jan Thielen den ouden 22 22
Abraham Penso 10 10
Jan Vos 1 1
Dirk Mol 2 2
ELias Levy 3 3
Antonio Middelkoop 1 1
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Jan Jongbloed 2 2
Thomas Hobberts 2 2
Salomon Senior 3 3
Isacq Touro 1 1
David Vas Faro 2 2
Claas Erasmus 9 9
Joseph Fidanque 6 6
Widow Daniel Smith 6 6
Jan Martin den oude 2 2
Pieter Huyser 2 2
Jacob Crisson 2 2
Widow Jan Moron 3 3
Widow Ch. Duurlingh 2 2
Benjamin da Costa • 4 4
Daniel Aboaf Cardose 16 16
David Pinsero 2 2
Aron Maduro 2 2
Isacq Henriques Cotinjo 3 3
Widow Daivd Israel 3 3
Salomon Van S . Maduro 4 4
Widow Vas Nunes 1 1
Widow David Sterlingh 13 13
Cornelis v/d Burgh 3 3
David Aboaff Cardose 3 3
Isacq Salas 2 2
Jacob Salom 2 2
Abraham Gradis 2 2
Salomon V. Moses Maduro 2 2
Isacq Aboaff 2 2
Pieter Killey 3 3
David Lopes Henriques 1 1
Nicolaas Willem 7 7
Widow Isacq de Chaves 3 3
Salomon Levy Maduro 7 7
Aron Cohen Rodigues 3 3
Widow A. de Cocq 10 10
Widow C . Boom 26 26
Guilliam 1 1
Jan Twistelton 3 3
Jan Schuurman 32 32
Frans Grotestam 53 53
Jan Hendrikx 20 20
Willem v. Uytrecht 38 38
Dani'el Hofman 17 17
Gerrit v. Uytrecht 34 34
Cornelis v Stekelenburgh 13 13
Gabriel Levy 39 39
Widow Jeremias v. Collen 80 80
Willem Meylinck 4 4
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Pieter Beek 30 30
Frederick Eck 80 80
Willem v. Bergen 6 6
Abraham de Chaves 6 6
Abraham Jeserun 5 5
Adriaan Schooneboom 2 2
Adriaan Piets 3 3
Andries Willen Cocq 4 4
Benjamin Jeserun 1 1
Benjamin Motta 1 1
Bartholomeus Tribier 4 4
Claas Hendrik Schut 2 2
Coenraat Sas 3 3
David Hoeb 3 3
Daniel Lesiere 42 42
David & Isacq Buenovivas 3 3
David Lopes Dias 2 2
Dirkje Janssen 1 1
Elias Juda Leon 3 3
Fransje Charye 3 3
George Harris 2 2
Gerrit Pannekoek 2 2
Gerrit Striddels 1 1
Henrico y Fr. Henriques 4 4
Hermanus Stork 25 25
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